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The fast selling Mecer MyLife Z140C notebook is the perfect choice for a trendy device that will suit your lifestyle, whether
you want to Skype, watch YouTube, or just stay in touch with your friends via Facebook. This stylish machine is powered by
Windows 10 and includes a one month trial of Microsoft Office 365 for a double dose of productivity. The Mecer MyLife is
sleek, light and expandable, packing every feature you need into a beautiful, clean and simple design. Get high performance
and energy efficiency at an affordable price!
Work, play and create life moments with the new Mecer MyLife.
It’s your Mecer, your lifestyle!
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Chips, change
and the channel

A

s the brain that processes computing
tasks, the trusty CPU underpins the
computing paradigm, and today is
found in servers, desktops, notebooks, tablets,
smartphones and smartwatches. As we move
to a world where Internet of Things becomes
a reality, the spread of CPUs will boom as all
manner of devices at the ‘edge’ require them.
Then there’s the GPU, which has
traditionally been the crown jewel of the
gamer’s rig, but is experiencing unprecedented
demand due to its suitability for cryptocurrency mining and artificial intelligence
workloads.
Looking at the industry, Samsung recently
ended Intel's 25-year run as the world's
biggest seller of chipsets. GPU specialist
Nvidia's sales and stock price have rocketed
in the past couple of years. Microsoft's
partnership with Qualcomm to bring Windows
10 to ARM-powered devices caused a stir
when the announcements were made in
December 2017. This market segment is
currently experiencing a huge wave of change.
Among all of this industry dynamics
disruption, the potentially devastating
Spectre and Meltdown flaws were revealed
earlier this year. If weaponised, these flaws,
which are inherent in at least a decade’s
worth of CPU architecture, have massive

potential to affect the security of an untold
number of hardware devices and ultimately
access to the data on them.
This ‘Chipgate’ story has received significant
coverage overseas, but it seems local industry
voices are not really talking about it on the
public stage. Perhaps they’re leaving the
international HQs of the big players to take the
lead. The only real comment I’ve seen locally is
about the importance of keeping updates up to
date. Although, it would seem Spectre can only
be partially patched with updates.
Meltdown was discovered by numerous
researchers around the same time, and the
abstract from a multi-authored Meltdown
whitepaper, by a of the original research
groups, spells how devastating it could be.
“On affected systems, Meltdown enables an
adversary to read memory of other processes
or virtual machines in the cloud without any
permissions or privileges, affecting millions
of customers and virtually every user of a
personal computer.”
Let the implications of that sink in. What
does this mean for the future of the cloud,
which is supported by datacentres filled with
millions of virtual machines? What are the
potential implications for the local channel
of these two flaws? How does it affect stock
already in the distribution chain?

In this edition of The Margin, we look at
all these issues. We also look at what the
local economic climate potentially holds for
the channel in 2018, opportunities around
electric cars and how digitalisation can
disrupt business models in the channel. Our
roundtable is about one technology that's
experiencing continual growth – storage.
I hope you find something of interest in
these pages.

Adrian Hinchcliffe
Editor
adrian@itweb.co.za
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Booth’s
bulletpoint bulletin

Market watch

ICT industry consultant Paul Booth keeps you abreast of the notable deals and
developments in the local and international tech space.

Compiled by Paul Booth, Simon Foulds and Adrian Hinchcliffe

International deals

• Accenture acquired Rothco, an Irish full-service creative agency, and
Mackevision, a producer of 3D-enabled and immersive product content.
The global consulting and professional services firm formed a strategic
alliance with 1Qbit, a leading quantum computing firm, under which
Accenture will be 1QBit’s preferred systems integrator, as well as making
a minority investment in the quantum specialist.
• Alphabet's CapitalG led an additional $500 million investment in ride-hailing
app Lyft.
• Amazon bought Blink, a manufacturer of internet-connected home security
cameras, and Ring, a video doorbell maker. The ecommerce giant also
acquired Sqrri, a cyber security startup.
• Apple purchased Shazam, the company behind the music recognition app,
in a deal worth £300 million. Apple also acquired image sensor company
InVisage, and invested $390 million in US-based Finisar, a manufacturer of
optical communications components used in facial recognition.
• Avaya bought Spoken Communications in a move designed to help migrate
its call centre technology to the cloud.
• Citrix Systems purchased web-monitoring company Cedexis in a deal
designed to boost Citrix's ability to help enterprise customers adopt cloud IT
infrastructure.
• Cisco has acquired Skyport Systems, to bolster its hybrid cloud positioning,
and Cmpute.io, which analyses cloud-deployed workloads, consumption
patterns, and identifies cost-optimisation strategies.
• Fujifilm bought Xerox for $6.1 billion in a move that will incorporate Xerox
into Fuji Xerox to cut costs.
• Google bought Redux, a startup focused on audio and haptics, and Xively,
a unit of LogMeIn, for $50 million, giving Google Cloud an established IoT
platform. Google also invested in Go-Jek, an Indonesian ride-hailing app.
• Hisense purchased the Toshiba TV unit for $114 million.
• McAfee bought Skyhigh Networks, a move aimed at fortifying its endpoint
and cloud cyber security.
• Microsoft purchased Avere, a provider of NFS and SME file-based storage
for Linux and Windows clients running in cloud, hybrid and on-premises
environments. It also acquired PlayFab, a cloud gaming startup.
• Nokia bought Unium, a software company specialising in solving wireless
networking problems.
• Nutanix purchased Minjar, the maker of Botmetric, a service that provides
customers with unified cost control and enhanced visibility into their publiccloud workloads.
• Oracle purchased Aconex, a specialist in web-based project management
software, for $1.19 billion.
• Polycom bought Obihai Technology, a developer of software and hardware
for VoIP endpoints.
• Qualcomm has agreed to a $44 billion deal for the acquisition of NXP.
• Thales, a French aerospace and defence technology group, bought Gemalto,
the French chipmaker, for EUR5.6 billion.
• Red Hat acquired CoreOS, an innovator and leader in Kubernetes and
container-native solutions, for $250 million.
• Salesforce.com purchased Attic Labs, a decentralised database developer.
• SAP purchased Callidus, a cloud-based sales management software
company, for $2.4 billion.
• Symantec bought SurfEasy, a VPN provider for smartphones, tablets and
computers.
• T-Systems purchased Itgen, a Hungarian SAP specialist.
• Thoma Bravo bought Barracuda Networks for $1.6 billion. In turn,
Barracuda Networks acquired PhishLine, a platform for social
engineering simulation and training, and Sonian, a provider of public
cloud archiving and business insights.
• Trend Micro purchased Immunio, a cyber security solutions company.
• Veeam paid $42.5 million for N2W Software, a specialist in the backup and
recovery market for Amazon Web Services.

International developments

• Alphabet has merged Nest, which had operated as an independent unit, into
its hardware group. Google’s parent company also launched a cyber security
business called Chronicle.
• Avaya Holdings has successfully completed its debt restructuring and
emerged from Chapter 11.
• The French government has filed a complaint with the Paris Commerce
Court against Amazon for abusing its dominant position with some
suppliers.
• Ireland will begin collecting €13 billion in back taxes from Apple.
• SAP, which is having its South African sales commissions probed by US
regulators, has launched an investigation into its business practices in the
Gulf region.
• Sharp has dropped its lawsuit against Hisense.
• Toshiba and its chip business partner Western Digital have agreed to settle
a long-running dispute over plans to sell off the chip unit.

Local deals

• 4Sight Holdings acquired Foursight South Africa and its subsidiary
companies.
• Adapt IT acquired the businesses of CDR Live, LGR Analytics, LGR South
Africa, LGR Australia, LGR Telecommunications South Africa and LGR
Telecommunications Australia, in a deal that could cost up to R93 million.
• The Argility Group purchased Indaba Mobile, a social mobile commerce
platform that delivers content, chat and transacting capabilities via a
social network.
• Direct Pay Online Group acquired Setcom, which operates the SID Instant
EFT solution in South Africa
• EOH acquired LSD Information Technology, a company specialising in Linux
and enterprise open source technology.
• Exmile Technologies bought the assets of WirelessG, a WiFi operator that
has been under business rescue since August 2015.
• HeroTel acquired Safricom North West, a WISP based in Potchefstroom.
• Incredible Solutions has filed for voluntary liquidation. Incredible
Solutions supplies IT services, accessories and products, as well as repairs,
maintenance and logistics services.
• Jasco acquired 51% of Ramm Technologies, an IoT player, for R30.6 million.
• Massmart’s Makro has bought a majority stake in last-mile delivery startup,
Wumdrop.
• Metrofile bought G4S Secure Data Solutions (Kenya), the largest records
management company in East Africa, in a deal worth R281.4 million.
• A consortium comprising Power Matla, Power Matla Transformers and SGBSmit acquired Altron's interest in the Powertech Transformers Group for
R250 million.

Local developments

• Gupta-linked Sahara Computers and two of its sister companies in the IT
sector – Annex Distribution and Sahara Systems – have closed down.
• Workday has expanded its operations into South Africa with the opening
of an office in Johannesburg.

Africa developments

• Nimbus Infrastructure bought a 26.5% stake in Paratus' Namibian
operation for N$95 million.
• Naspers has shut down its online classifieds operation, OLX, in Kenya
and Nigeria.
• The South Atlantic Cable System has landed in Fortaleza, Brazil,
providing direct undersea connectivity between Africa and South
America for the first time.
• Syspro will open an office in Kenya.
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The ‘Greek Geek’ reports back from the 2018
Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas.
F o l l o w a k i a n a s t a s i o u o n Tw i t t e r @AkiAnastasiou
PICTURES: VARIouS

C

ES is without doubt the highlight of
my year. I’m like a kid in a candy store
– except the sweets in this store are
gadgets. When you think you’ve seen it all, a
trip to the world’s biggest technology show
puts things into perspective by giving a sense of
where we might be heading.
This year the show celebrated its 51st
anniversary and during this time over 700 000
products have been launched. It continues to
grow year-on-year and 2018 saw over 4 000
companies exhibiting, including 600 startups.
Over 180 000 industry professionals (the show
isn’t open to the public) came to get a glimpse of
the next big thing.
To put the size of the exhibiting area into
perspective, it’s the size of 38 soccer fields or
twice the size of the Mall of Africa.

Echo everywhere
To date, Amazon has sold close to 20 million
units of its Echo devices, embedded with
the Alexa intelligent personal assistant. The
e-commerce colossus is betting on the future of
voice control, and has a team of 5 000 people
working on Alexa. The company is building
partnerships across a broad range of industries
from automotive to consumer electronics,
embedding the Alexa assistant into almost any
device with a processor.
AMAZoN
But Amazon wasn’t getting all the limelight. Google
Echo Dot Gen 2
is also getting in on the act. The search giant had a strong
showing of Google Assistant embedded in many products and a huge advertising
presence at the event. 2018 will be an interesting year to see what Apple does with its
intelligent assistant Siri, and likewise Microsoft with Cortana.

LENoVo
Mirage Solo

See what?

The AR and VR products on display proved that these
areas are fast maturing. Until now these products
have been clunky and awkward to use, and visually
unspectacular. The latest technology however moves the
experience towards becoming seamless, and headsets
becoming wireless. Screens have improved considerably
and devices are becoming standalone devices. Lenovo
launched the Mirage Solo using Google’s Daydream
Virtual Reality platform. The standalone headset has
a 110-degree field of view and runs on the Qualcomm
Snapdragon 835 VR platform.
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Screens supreme
If you’ve just purchased a new TV
and thought you had the best that
money can offer, CES has spoilt the
party. This year Samsung displayed
its latest premium QLED technology,
featuring 8K screens. The picture
quality is jaw-dropping.
An interesting concept launched by
Samsung was The Wall – a modular
solution allowing you to literally build
a TV according to the size of your
room. If you don’t want wall space
cluttered with a big, black mirror, LG
introduced a foldable OLED television.
The 65 inch 4K television rolls up like
a poster into a soundbar box below to
free up wall space when not needed.

LG
foldable OlED
television

An autonomous future
What excited me the most at CES were the developments in the automotive sector. This is
where we get a sense of the future, as AI, IoT, 5G and other tech all merge together.
Toyota showed off a concept car called the e-Palette. The concept was not just about a
car that drives itself. The strange-looking vehicle resembles a see-through cargo container
on wheels. Toyota’s ambitious plan is to enable people to offer services using e-Palettes.
These next-generation vehicles can be adapted to transport people, deliver packages, or
become a retailing solution like a mobile pizza restaurant or a store selling running shoes.
It’s completely customisable.
Self-driving cars are closer than we expect. Ride-hailing company Lyft partnered
with BMW and Aptiv, a company focusing on automated driving, to chauffeur delegates
around CES in a fleet of self-driving cars. CES delegates simply had to hail a ride via the
Lyft app and choose from 20 destinations across Las Vegas. Each car had a human behind
the wheel as a safety precaution, but not once did they have to intervene throughout the
duration of the show.

T o y o T A e-Palette

Robot domination

SoNy
Aibo

A tidy solution
The wackiest gadget I saw at CES was a
machine, from a company called Foldimate,
that folds your clothes. Slightly bigger than
a bar fridge, the machine has an opening
at the top where you feed clothes in and
a compartment at the bottom where the
folded clothing comes out. Foldimate says
the machine will cost $1 000 and will be
commercially available in 2019.

With strides being made in artificial intelligence,
there’s no doubt that robots are also evolving
at pace. Honda unveiled robots designed to
interact with humans to help in everyday tasks
and locations – such as retail environments, to
help less able bodied people around the home,
or in industrial situations. Sophia from Hanson
Robotics is super smart, able to have semiintelligent conversations with humans, but how
closely she resembles a real person is what
freaked me out the most.
However, the robot that stole the show was
Sony’s Aibo. Remember the cute robotic dog Sony
introduced 19 years ago, and ‘put to sleep’ just
over a decade ago when sales started declining.
Well, thanks to advances in AI, faster chip speed
and access to the cloud, Aibo has a new lease
on life. Sony’s latest generation pet robotic dog
is designed to learn from humans and it adapts
its emotions accordingly to become a realistic
companion.

SoPHIA
picture courtesy of
Andrew lipovsky

The invisible touch

F o L D I M AT E

The predominant technology at CES was an invisible one. Every device is becoming smarter
thanks to artificial intelligence and the power of the cloud. The possibilities are endless, and
as more devices talk to each other and share information, we’re moving into a complex world
where the technology starts developing its own ‘central nervous system’ – that’s where
technology starts getting both exciting and scary.

Q1 2018 |
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STAT ATTACK

Figuring it out

A round up of the latest industry forecasts, statistics, trends and predictions
Compiled by Paul Booth, Simon Foulds and Adrian Hinchcliffe

What’s up?

South Africa's overall ICT market is expected to

$21.4 billion by the end of 2018,
and $23.4 billion by 2021, forecasts IDC.
reach

There are expected to be

1 billion 5G connections

worldwide by 2023. Meanwhile 4G will

30 million in 2017 to
310 million by 2023

expand tenfold, from

in Sub-Saharan Africa, according to Ericsson.

Smartphone
companies shipped
a total of

1.46 billion
devices worldwide in
2017, a 0.5% year-on-

year decline – the first since
the introduction of what we
know today as smartphones,
says IDC.

Global notebook shipments
are expected to experience a
negative

3.2% CAGR

in
the next five years, to reach

140 million
units by 2022, according

to Digitimes Research.

What else?

South African
smartphone sales

28%

climbed
year-on-year to

penetration in
three million Internet
Africa will reach
units in Q3 2017,
21.8% by year-end,
according to GfK South
Africa.

What’s down?

according to the ITU.

The worldwide wearables market saw total

IDC’s top 10 worldwide IT industry
predictions.
By 2021, at least 50% of global GDP will be digitised, with growth in every
industry driven by digitally enhanced offerings, operations and relationships.
By 2020, 60% of all enterprises will be in the process of implementing a new IT
foundation as part of a fully articulated organisation-wide DX platform strategy.

volumes for 2017 reach 115.4 million

By 2021, enterprise spending on cloud services and infrastructure will be more
than $530 billion, and over 90% of enterprises will use multiple cloud services
and platforms.

says IDC.

By 2021, enterprise apps will shift towards hyper-agile architectures, with 90%
of applications on cloud platforms using micro services and cloud functions, and
over 95% of new micro services deployed in containers.

units, up 10.3% from the
104.6 million units shipped in 2016,
Worldwide enterprise security spending

$96.3 billion in 2018,
an increase of 8% from 2017, according to Gartner.
will total

Nearly 500 million
consumer electronics
devices enabled with
wireless charging were
shipped in 2017, a rise of

40% compared to 2016,
estimates IHS Markit.

The global
semiconductor
industry posted
sales totalling

By 2020, human-digital interfaces will diversify, with 25% of field-service
technicians and information workers using augmented reality, and nearly 50% of
new mobile apps using voice as the primary interface.
By 2020, 90% of large enterprises will generate revenue from Data as a Service.
By 2021, at least 25% of the Global 2000 will use blockchain services as a
foundation for digital trust at scale.

$412.2 billion in

Improvements in simple (low-code/no-code) development tools will dramatically
expand the number of non-tech developers over the next 36 months.

an increase of 21.6%
compared to 2016,
according to the SIA.

By 2021, more than half of the Global 2000 will see an average of one-third of
their digital services interactions come through their open API ecosystems, up
from virtually zero percent in 2017.

2017, the industry's
highest annual sales, and

Q1 2018 |
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Column

A Goldstuck

Say what?
Voice assistant is your new best friend and if CES is anything to go by, it's going to be found
in all manner of situations.

T

he worst technology ever invented
was the video cassette recorder. Not
because it didn’t do its job properly
– it was a revolution that put control of
entertainment in the hands of its audience.
Rather, it was because its creators were so
contemptuous of its audience. For its time, the
technology was incredible. But, equally, the
user interface was terrible. All the emphasis
went into the tech, and the controls were an
afterthought.
In the same way that smartphone users
joke about getting a ten-year-old to set up
their devices, the standard joke back in that
age of electronic enlightenment was that only
ten-year-olds knew how to programme a VCR.
We now live in an age of user-friendliness,
where success and failure are built on the user
interface. UX has evolved from convenient
shorthand – for user experience – to a job
description, for UX specialists.
Yet, coffee machines and smartphones,
WiFi routers and printers, among many
other high-tech products, continue to defy
the mere mortal. The ten-year-old or the
consultant with ten years’ training and
experience is still needed to install, set up or
instruct. The problem is that, when a limited
number of buttons must define a complex
set of procedures, it takes a certain mind or
proficiency to execute these effectively.
Now, that’s about to change. The buzz of a
‘next big thing’ was palpable at the Consumer

Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas in
January. The world’s biggest launchpad for
new technology hosted more than 4 000
exhibitors, and a significant proportion of
them carried posters inviting visitors to 'Ask
Alexa' or say 'Hey Google', the ‘wake phrase’
for devices fitted with the voice activated
Google Assistant.
This was no mere gimmick, as it may have
been a year ago, when Amazon’s Alexa was
the only voice game in town, with quirky

is the sound of your voice to control virtually
everything in your home.”
Why does it matter? Because the user needs
to merely give the instruction, and the voice
assistant, with the help of built-in artificial
intelligence, does the rest. It’s like having your
own ten-year-old built into every device.
New high-tech cars with controls that are
almost impossible for the average user to figure
out are now suddenly accessible. In the past,
high-end cars that came with a form of voice
control – usually to select a mapping
destination – did so extremely badly.
These applications were typically
developed by a single company for a
single purpose, and were usually so
proprietary that they could only be
updated by sending the car back to
the manufacturer.
Once a manufacturer opts for Alexa or
Google Assistant, the development path is
wide open to every partner in the world,
and the application can be updated over the
internet.
Smart speakers – or hearables – to control
smart homes will become commonplace this
year. Headphones, heaters and fridges will
respond to our voices.
It will take anywhere from six months
to three years for many of these devices to
arrive on local shores. But when they do, it
will be difficult to sell a device that can’t be
commanded by voice.

It’s like having your own
ten-year-old built into every
device.
applications like a voice-activated pool cleaner.
This year, it became clear that voice was the
next big interface, and it was about to cut
through the clutter of complexity of operating
gadgets and appliances.
The best example was kitchen appliance
maker Gourmia touting its air fryers and
pressure cookers, not for their latest
food-making features, but for their voice
enablement.
“The voice command feature allows for
effortless cooking and control of your home,
kitchen appliances, household lights and
thermostat,” the company said. “All you need

Arthur Goldstuck is the founder of World Wide Worx and editor-in-chief of gadget.co.za.
F o l l o w h i m o n Tw i t t e r @ a r t 2 g e e a n d o n Yo uTu b e
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A channel under
pressure

While the enthusiasm over a new president increased business optimism,
it can’t paper over the fundamental cracks in the economy. What could
2018 hold for the channel?
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by Adrian Hinchcliffe
Photography 123RF

L

ife in South Africa is anything but dull. In
2018, we’ve already witnessed a change
of president, a subsequent change of
cabinet, and a national budget that spat out a
rise in the fuel levy and a one percent rise in
VAT – the first in 25 years. It seems business
confidence has increased, but reservations
remain about the tighter economy and the
shadow of the third junk status decision.
“Just because things are looking better
with the change of leadership doesn't mean
the fundamentals have changed,” says
Craig Brunsden, MD, Axiz. “The rand has
been reacting positively, probably on the
expectation that the new crew will clean
things up, but we have some serious problems
with state utilities and Eskom downgrades,
among others. It’s a challenging operating
climate ahead.”
Irnest Kaplan, MD, Kaplan Equity Analysts,
agrees that it’s going to be a tough year.
“There's a lot of squeeze happening, so the
tougher the economy in general, the more the
squeeze and the more the IT companies will
feel it.”

“The government spending
story will have a big impact
on the local channel.”
Craig Brunsden, Axiz
“The mood has improved since the
ANC's December conference,” admits Izak
Odendaal, investment strategist, Old Mutual
Multi-Managers. “However, we need a few
more concrete measures to ensure that
improvement in confidence translates into
more spending and investment by companies
on IT, and other forms of fixed investment.”
Although the prospects for calendar 2018
look better than they were in 2017, the outlook
remains mixed, says Brunsden. “For a while
now, IT spend has been flat to slightly negative
or slightly positive, depending on the sector.
We don't expect that to change.
“A trend we felt on the ground, from the
channel – customers, vendors, partners – was
that spend was locked up. The money was
there, but spending was only for necessity,"
he says.
Kaplan agrees a lot of larger companies had
been nervous to embark on major IT projects
since mid-2017. “The same has to be said for
public sector,” he adds, “as there's been a lot

of holding off on projects and investments
given the confusion in various government
departments, meaning that some spending
has been affected.”
Brunsden adds: “If we can see ‘Corporate
South Africa’ spend opening up, and
government spend also improving with a
bit more political certainty, I have to believe
this year will be better than the last. But we
remain very cautious.”
“I would say the outlook is better,” says
Odendaal. “Businesses will look at more
consumer spending, a healthier global
economy and decide that they too can spend a
bit of money to improve productivity, to grow
sales to enter new markets.”

Consumer challenges

When it comes to consumer retail in the tech
sector, there are some challenges to confront,
such as the increase in VAT. Another issue is
the impact of the Steinhoff accounting fraud
saga on players like JD Group and Incredible
Connection. “We're seeing some stress in the
volumes (in consumer retail). There's both
stress from the customer side and the supplier
side. We’re expecting fairly difficult trading
conditions to continue there,” says Brunsden.
A shining beacon in the gloomy outlook
for the channel is cloud computing services
and solutions. “I'm hearing more and
more companies considering putting their
workloads in the cloud. It's safe to say its
gaining momentum,” Kaplan says.
“Cloud will continue to grow,” agrees
Brunsden. “I think Microsoft will have a major
impact on the market, with its two Azure
datacentres launching locally during the
course of the year. Depending what side of the
fence you're on, it could be really good or bad
for the channel.
“It will be a downside for local hosting
providers, but it will probably accelerate
the public cloud story as other international
players will start landing technology. Anyone
who's not spending money on public
cloud because of data sovereignty or
latency concerns, which are the two
biggest cited negatives, will be assured
that those effectively go away. Instead
of companies hosting with a small local
host on his own equipment, host with a
hyperscale vendor like Microsoft and let the
reseller manage it. The whole dynamic of
how IT is consumed and sold could change
fundamentally from here on out. It's going to
be nothing if not disruptive.”

Cloud defines success

Cloud is not only a growth lever for the local
channel, it’s defining the prospects for the
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Analysis

Broader economic outlook
The appointment of Cyril Ramaphosa as South
African president resulted in a short-term
strengthening of the rand. However, the broader
economic outlook is determined by what's
happening globally, such as sentiment to emerging
markets, the level of commodity prices and other
factors outside of our control, says Old Mutual
Multi-Manager’s Izak Odendaal.
“The global economy has picked up speed over
the last year or so, which is a good starting point for
South Africa as we tend to follow the global cycle.
There’s a synchronised global recovery taking place
as all the big economies in the world are experiencing
positive economic growth at the same time. This

enterprise technology sector in general.
Andrew H. Bartels, VP and principal analyst,
Forrester Research, says cloud transition is
the biggest trend impacting the market. He
predicts the big winners in the enterprise IT
space this year will most likely be Amazon
Web Services, Salesforce, and Microsoft, as
they benefit from the tech market's shift to
cloud solutions.

will probably support our own growth rate, almost
irrespective of what happens here politically.
“The global environment is favourable for the
rand, and can support it at its current levels or a bit
stronger. Commodity prices have improved since
early 2016, the dollar has been weak recently and
investors are happy, at this stage, to put money back
into emerging markets through bonds and equities.
If you look at the fundamentals of our economy, the
rand is where it should be compared to the rest of the
world,” says Odendaal.
He adds that if the rand holds at, or near, its
current levels, it's good for the inflation outlook,
and importing from overseas will cost less. Lower

sufficiently robust telecoms infrastructures
to support cloud solutions in these
regions. However, IBM, Dell and HPE will face
competition in those regions from Chinese
competitors like Lenovo and Huawei,” he says.
“IBM needs to demonstrate that its
strategic initiatives in cloud, analytics and
security are growing fast enough to produce
top-line revenue growth. Dell needs to
show that its acquisition of EMC
is working. And Hewlett Packard
Enterprise, after selling off its
services and software businesses,
needs to show there’s still demand
for its server and storage hardware
products.”

“The biggest question marks
concern IBM, Dell,
and Hewlett Packard
Enterprise. All three vendors
are struggling against
the transition to cloud
solutions.”
Andrew H. Bartels, Forrester Research

Conversely, the transition to cloud also
defines which companies Bartels is concerned
about. “Among the larger tech vendors, the
biggest question marks concern IBM, Dell and
Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE). All three
vendors are struggling against the transition
to cloud solutions, and the degree to which
that transition will leave room for on-premises
systems. We don’t think that cloud will take
over everything, and on-premises systems will
disappear. Indeed, demand for on-premises
systems will continue to grow in developing
countries, due to the slowness of building

Local challenges

Another issue that reflects at vendor
level and within the local channel
is job pressure. Brunsden says no
vendors are recruiting aggressively.
While most companies might not be
shedding jobs, there's a lot of anxiety
over the issue, certainly among the
larger companies. Kaplan highlights
that locally, a lot of IT services
companies are having to decide whether
to retain the skills they have, hoping that
conditions improve, or to lay them off.
A cause of potential disruption unique
to South Africa, and one that could impact
the local channel, is the water crisis in the
Western Cape.
“It's the second largest market outside of
Gauteng. There are some big IT spenders and
resources there. We're making contingency
plans for our own operations, but we can
expect tough times ahead,” says Axiz’
Brunsden. “We're watching from an employer

inflation is also good for consumers. About 60%
of South African GDP is consumer spending, says
Odendaal.
“Hopefully, the currently strong rand translates
into prices that make IT spend attractive,” says Axiz’
Craig Brunsden. “Ultimately, I hope for a stable rand.
Some stability is always good for the local channel.
When it weakens or strengthens quickly, somebody
gets hurt in the middle. We're hoping it will give us a
nice predictable run.”

responsibility perspective and the economic
impact; the last thing we need is another
reason for growth to stutter. Hopefully we can
avoid the ‘Day Zero’ from arriving.”
Brunsden also forecasts that there may
be more consolidation to come in the local
channel. “Given the trend we've seen in recent
years with Telkom and BCX, Dimension Data
and NTT, there's certainly some disruption
possible with some of the bigger privately held
groups,” he says.
We started this article focusing on how
changes in government could trickle through
and affect channel, and that’s how we
conclude. The channel can also expect some
disruption from government purchasing and
how it spends its money, says Brunsden. “The
government spending story will have a big
impact on the local channel. SITA has made
public it will change how it engages with the
local channel. It’s looking to secure more direct
relationships with big tech brands, where SITA
effectively signs up as a reseller rather than
buying from a local reseller. Does that mean
they spend less? The general view is the tech
budget will be under pressure.”
But with the tough market conditions that
have been faced in recent years, it's fair to say
the channel is used to dealing with pressure.
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technology

charged by miners per block are also lower.
Again, at the time of writing, Bitcoin Cash is
hovering around $1 000, while Bitcoin Core
is at about $13 000. For some, BCH is closer
to what Satoshi Nakamoto envisaged in the
original whitepaper, but it certainly hasn’t
gained enough traction to take the throne. Yet.
Current market cap*: $19 billion

Jargon

buster

The big four

There are hundreds of cryptocurrencies out there, and
many are probably going to fail. We focus on the big four to
provide some clarity of why they exist and how they differ.
by MATTHEW BURBIDGE
PHoToGRAPHy 123RF

S

urely Bitcoin is the world-renowned
standard of cryptocurrency. Why do we
need any others?
Well, they exist as they’re often focused
on doing different things, such as providing
enhanced anonymity, or focused on smart
contracts, and there will probably always be
a use for these niche currencies. Some coins
have presented themselves as improved
versions of the original, but with less mass
adoption, and lack of a real-world use case,
and will probably end up in the crypto rubbish
bin of history.
Others, though, are too big to fail. The king
of cryptocurrencies, and the entry standard, is
still Bitcoin Core, and it will probably remain so
for some time to come. At the time of writing
this in late February, its market cap was edging
towards $170 billion, but who knows what it
will be as you’re reading this article. It’s a wildly
volatile market, and investors should probably
not bet the farm (or house) just quite yet. It’s
also worth reading the whitepapers of the
currencies you’re planning to invest in before
you part with your rands.
B I TCo I N Co R E
Google the phrase “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer
Electronic Cash System” and then read the

whitepaper published in October 2008 by
Satoshi Nakamoto. It’s a stunning piece of
thinking.
Probably the biggest innovation in the
whitepaper was Nakamoto solving the double
spend problem (whereby people could reuse
the same cryptocoin/token), without which
there would have been no Bitcoin. Once a
transaction has been confirmed by Bitcoin
miners, it’s almost impossible to spend it again.
The implications of all this are still being
felt, but one consequence is you no longer
need a trusted third party, such as a bank, to
transfer value to someone else. As the title
of the whitepaper suggests, it’s a peer-topeer payment system. Despite, being the
cryptocurrency standard, ten years later, it’s
still quite hard to store Bitcoin and use it as a
means of payment in the real-world.
B I TCo I N C A S H
In August last year, there was a split, or fork, in
the Bitcoin blockchain, which created Bitcoin
Cash, also known as BCH. Everyone holding
Bitcoin Core at the time, received the exact
same number of Bitcoin Cash tokens.
Why the split? As Bitcoin Core began to
scale, transactions were taking too long, and
too few transactions were being confirmed.
Bitcoin Cash has a bigger block size than
Bitcoin Core, which means more transactions
can fit into a block. This means transactions
are processed more quickly and the fees

ETHEREuM
Ethererum is best known as a platform
that supports smart contracts. Ether is the
currency that’s generated on the Ethereum
blockchain. This means a contract is coded
into the platform’s blockchain. One company
that has developed software on top of the
Ethereum blockchain is Slock.it, which also
stirs IoT into the mix. Using a smart contract
and a smart lock, people can rent out their
house, or car, or bike, for example. As soon
as the money hits the owner’s account, the
contract vests, and the renter is supplied with
a code to open the lock. There’s plenty of work
being done using the Ethereum blockchain,
with many companies, including ConsenSys,
rolling out solutions that make use of the
contract scripting. Financial services are
particularly interested in it.
Current market cap*: $83 billion
RIPPLE
The concept behind Ripple is that it allows
communities to trade credit with one another,
instead of cash. It’s based on the ancient
‘hawala’ system, in which value is exchanged
without the physical movement of money.
Ripple uses a ‘consensus ledger’ upon which
the XRP currency is used to trade. XRP is
used as a ‘bridge’ in the trading engine, which
allows users to issue their own currency and
trade with others. The company has focused
on cross border remittances, and banks and
financial institutions are said to be running
proof of concepts.
Current market cap*: $35 billion

Explainer
B L o C K C H A I N – a distributed
ledger technology that records
transactions across a decentralised
network of computers, meaning
that records are replicated and thus
subsequent alteration becomes
incredibly difficult.
M I N I N G – the computing process of
verifying transactions and adding them
to the blockchain ledger.
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watch
Inspiron 7577 Firestar
Category:

Notebook

Brand:

Dell

RRP:

R17 999 to R27 999

Distributor:

Drive Control Corporation,
Heinrich Pretorius – 011 201 8927

Date of availability: Available now

Specifications

Nvidia's new GeForce GTX 1060 discrete GPU
Intel Core i7 H-series quad-core processing

Arlo Baby

Thunderbolt 3 Port (USB 3.1 Gen 2 Type-C with support for 40 Gbps
Thunderbolt and DisplayPort)

Category:

Home networking / HD monitoring

Brand:

Netgear

RRP:

R 6 299 inc. vAT

Distributor:

Duxbury Networking, luned lira – 011 351 9800

Nvidia Max-Q Design technology

6GB of fast GDDR5 video memory
Fast hard drives include PCIeNvMe512 GB M.2 SSD or up to 1 TB
conventional HDD, or dual-drive configurations with M.2 128 GB SSD
plus 1 TB conventional HDD for ample storage space.

uSPs

like its predecessor, the Dell Inspiron 7567 Firelord, the 7577 Firestar
offers an immersive gaming experience without the higher costs
typically associated with gaming machines
Forward and rear thermal vents, which include extra-capacity heat
exchangers connected by oversized piping to dual cooling fans with highefficiency blade pitch, engineered specifically to handle Intel’s CPUs
The new 2x2 WiFi antenna design provides great wireless performance,
while the SmartByte software prioritises gaming and video content
making it smooth even during large file downloads

Date of availability: Available now

Specifications
HD video camera

Built-in music player
Ambient sensors monitor air quality, temperature and humidity
Multi-coloured, remotely-dimmable night light
Rechargeable battery.

uSPs

A new quick-charge battery delivers up to 80% capacity within an hour

Designed to improve the baby monitoring experience

The SuperSpeed USB 3.1 Gen 1 Type-A ports transfer files up to ten times
faster than USB 2.0 ports, saving time on large file transfers.

Arlo Baby can be untethered from the home network, allowing parents
to move the camera around the house when needed
Arlo Baby’s smart analytics platform provides real-time, customisable
alerts when motion or sound are detected, in particular the sound of a
baby’s crying
Arlo Baby’s mobile app allows parents to be connected via smartphone,
tablet or laptop computer
Rolling seven days of free cloud recordings
Child-friendly character options – cat, bunny or puppy.
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officeJet Pro 7720
Category:

Printers

Brand:

HP

RRP:

R2 299 inc vAT

Distributor:

Drive Control Corporation,
Caron De Fortier – 011 201 8927

Date of availability: Available now

Specifications

WorkForce Enterprise
WF-C20590

A3 printing

Category:

35-page auto feeder

Brand:

Epson

Scan and copy up to 216 x 356 mm

Distributors:

Tarsus Distribution, 011 531 1000; MIA Telecoms,
011 799 7720

Print speed ISO black (A4): up to 22 ppm
Print speed ISO colour (A4): up to 18 ppm

uSPs

Optimised for SOHO and SMBs environments, yields vibrant colour and
high-impact professional prints for up to 50% less cost than traditional
colour lasers

Printer

Date of availability: Available now

Specifications

High-capacity ink cartridges: CMY = 50 000 pages, K = 2 x 50 000 pages
low power consumption – 320W (can go as low as 180W)
4 000 sheet finisher unit available with stacking and stapling

Incorporates HP’s new Smart App, which is a full re-brand of its All-inOne Remote app

Nozzle verification technology and dot substitution ensure consistent
printouts

The Smart App allows users to print, scan and copy from most
smartphones or tablets. Plus, it enables the printer to connect to the
local wireless network or directly to a mobile device

Electrostatic transport belt, ensuring paper is completely flat when
printed on

Two-sided, borderless printing
Up to 3 000 pages black ink yield.

Printing language compatibility including PDl (PCl 5/6, PostScript 3,
PDF), ESC/P-Raster.

uSPs

Excellent quality at incredibly high speeds – enjoy consistently superb
image quality at 600 x 2400dpi and print speeds of up to 100 images
per minute in simplex and duplex, matching and even beating most laser
printers. Take advantage of up to one and a half times faster for first
page out, and two and a half times faster for typical business print jobs
of just a few pages than colour lasers and copiers
Reduces environmental impact – uses up to 88% less energy compared
to lasers. With low waste supplies and a simple working mechanism
the WorkForce Enterprise reduces the environmental impact of print,
by providing a low power solution with fewer supplies required. Enjoy a
high paper capacity of 5 350 sheets, and print up to 100 000 black or
50 000 colour pages without replenishing ink
Quality without compromise – increase productivity without sacrificing
quality with this multi-function printer. The combination of Epson’s
PrecisionCore linehead inkjet technology, liquid inks and efficient paper
transport mechanism gives a printer that delivers
Advanced integration improves workflow – take advantage of a wide
range of software solutions from remote management to accounting
and ‘Follow Me’ solutions. These can be integrated into existing IT
infrastructure to improve productivity and increase efficiency.
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A number of the big-name tech conglomerates
now offer their own virtual reality headsets,
often with hefty price tags, but is there a
value proposition beyond gaming?
by Lauren Kate Rawlins
Photography 123RF

V

irtual reality (VR) headsets took centre stage around the world
two years ago, touted as the next big thing. It was assumed at
the time that soon everyone would have access to a VR headset,
capable of plugging into a smartphone, enabling them to dip into their own
virtual world whenever the moment took them.
However, it’s now 2018 and we're not quite at that point. The novelty
has died down and cheaper consumer headsets are entering the market,
largely used for gaming or showing off to a friend late to the trend.
Trendforce predicts VR manufacturers will adjust their business
goals in 2018 as the market recovers from slow market growth. In 2017,
global shipments of headsets reached 3.7 million units, and this year, it's
expected to hit five million units.
The most popular one is Sony’s VR headset, linked to the PlayStation 4
console, followed by the Oculus Rift and HTC Vive, both requiring highend computers with a lot of processing power.
In South Africa, the Sony headset and console cost between R12 000
and R15 000, the Oculus Rift headset alone costs R14 000, and the HTC
Vive setup (without a computer) amounts to R12 500.
Oculus, now owned by Facebook, says the recommended
requirements for a computer to run its Rift are a Nvidia GTX 1060/AMD
Radeon RX 480 or greater graphics card, an Intel i5-4590/AMD Ryzen
5 1500X CPU or greater, 8GB or more of RAM, a compatible HDMI 1.3
video output, three USB 3.0 ports and one USB 2.0 port, with Windows 7
or higher as the operating system. Oculus also suggests computers
have an alternative graphics card of Nvidia GTX 970/AMD Radeon
R9 290 or greater. However, the company says users could get away
with a computer running Intel i3-6100/AMD Ryzen 3 1200 CPU, with a
Nvidia GTX 1050 Ti/AMD Radeon RX 470 graphics card, that only has one
USB 3.0 port and two USB 2.0 ports.
If self-assembled, the computer with the aforementioned specs will cost
a minimum of R13 000, but could reach prices upwards of R30 000 for prebuilt specialised gaming rigs from companies like Alienware or Origin.
The HTC Vive setup includes wall sensors and gesture controllers as well
as the headset. The sensors and controllers translate actual movements
into the virtual world. To run this system, the company recommends the
following PC specs as minimum: an Intel i5-4590/AMD FX 8350 equivalent
CPU or better, a Nvidia GTX 1060/AMD Radeon RX 480 graphics card or
better, 4GB or more of RAM, one HDMI 1.4 or newer video output port, a
Windows 7 or higher operating system and one USB 2.0 port.
Prices for this will be similar to the computers needed to run the Rift.
To lessen these costs, manufacturers are in the process of developing or
have just launched standalone systems, none of which are yet available
in South Africa.
The Sony PlayStation VR headset has been primarily used by
consumers for gaming, while the Rift and Vive can be used in the health,

education, real estate, and entertainment industries. VR is being used
in critical skills training for workers who may encounter dangerous
situations, to treat patients with post-traumatic stress disorder, and
show potential property buyers what a building looks like in another city.

Growth prospects

According to a report by Forrester, huge growth is expected over the
next few years. It's estimated that 52 million units of VR head-mounted
displays will be in enterprise and consumer use in the US by 2020.
However, the problem with VR is that a headset can only be worn
by one person at a time, which means it’s not a shared experience. The
immersive nature of VR means users are also closed off from the world.
Augmented reality (AR), or ‘mixed reality', doesn't suffer that fate. It’s
also a growing space, but one where digital imagery is imposed on the
physical world – either through the use of a phone camera and screen or
dedicated headset like Microsoft’s HoloLens.

“VR and AR have huge potential
across the whole of Africa, in
supporting and transforming how
we learn complex subjects.”
Dave Lockwood, Tshwane Interactive Digital Centre
Brought to the mainstream by the popular smartphone game
Pokémon Go, Deloitte says AR is more accessible for users and cheaper
for companies to adopt and deploy, as it doesn’t require specialised
equipment, unlike VR.
"More than 150 companies in multiple industries, including 52 of the
Fortune 500, are testing or have deployed AR/VR solutions," states a
Deloitte report, which predicts worldwide revenue from AR/VR will reach
$162 billion by 2020.
Forrester analysts predict mobile AR will facilitate offline-online
experiences in the next three years (such as customers using their device
in-store to activate coupons with AR), and that standalone and integrated
AR experiences will accelerate in the next five to ten years.

Digital centre

In South Africa, there are few facilities in place to take advantage of the
impending ‘new’ reality. In 2016, the City of Tshwane opened the first VR/
AR content training centre in continental Africa – the Tshwane Interactive
Digital Centre, in partnership with software company EON Reality, with
an initial capital investment worth over R140 million.
The centre will train 50 students a year, free of charge, in interactive
3D skills. The promising students will go on to work for the centre and
create AR/VR content either at the centre or for another company.
The Tshwane Interactive Digital Centre plans to put out VR and AR
content that’s South Africa-specific.
"VR and AR have huge potential across the whole of Africa, in
supporting and transforming how we learn complex subjects. For
example, vocational skills at university, and maths and science at school.
"Language barriers, as well as low literacy levels, tend to reduce how
we understand what’s being said and taught. By showing a concept in a
way that we can also play with it, means that we can 'see' what’s been
taught; hence, we can understand it better and also remember it much
longer," concludes centre director Dave Lockwood.
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Rising competition, missteps on new market segments and a
staggering flaw in its chips – is Intel on its way out?
by James Francis

A

ll good things must come to an
end, or so they say. Yet a world
without Intel seems unthinkable.
This is the company that helped make home
computing ubiquitous, became synonymous
with servers and is even behind the famous
Moore’s Law.
But its fortunes haven’t been steady in
recent years. Despite having a record year
with reported revenues of $62.8 billion in
2017, it was knocked off the top spot as the
world’s largest chipmaker after 25 years by
Samsung. Intel’s hegemony has been further
challenged by Qualcomm in the mobile chip
market, it's also struggling to get into the
IoT arena, its grip on laptop systems may be
challenged by new ARM chips, and its earnings
have been under pressure.
On the flip side, Intel has been working to
break away from its reliance on the PC market
and clawed in some mobile ground, thanks
to a switch by Apple due to souring relations
with Qualcomm. A new partnership with
rival AMD to produce notebook CPUs with
an embedded ATI graphics chip is another
exciting prospect.
Maybe Intel’s fortunes can be compared
to Moore’s Law, a prediction of increasing
processing capacity, often used as shorthand
to demonstrate any theory of scale. But
Moore’s Law is messy – it has outlived its own
lifespan, mainly because chip manufacturers
have gotten better at squeezing more
performance out of their designs.
Likewise, Intel’s situation is a bit messy.
Early in 2018, it revealed stellar results and
its stock shot to dot-com era prices. It has a
market cap north of $230 billion. But at the
same time it got hit by arguably the worst chip
security flaws scandal in history – Meltdown
and Spectre. Is Intel at a crossroads?

Everyone’s in the same boat

Intel’s situation is precarious, but it’s not
alone. Spectre affects just about every
chip manufacturer (the joke is that only
potato chips are unaffected). AMD, its major

rival, is enjoying a resurgence, but remains
significantly smaller. Qualcomm, the darling
of the ARM world (ARM being a rival chip
architecture to Intel’s x86s), is suffering from
growing pains and fending off a takeover bid
by Broadcom. Intel’s woes are less isolated
and more inline with a generally volatile
and transitional market, says Jeff Pollard,
Forrester’s principal analyst serving security
and risk professionals.
“I think it’s fair to say that every technology
company that exists today feels it’s at a critical
point in company history. Cyber security is
the number one risk to digital business in a
hyper-connected world. Increased customer
expectations, market risks, and cyber security
threats are putting pressure on business and
security leaders from all sides.”
The fixation on Intel may be an attempt to
make sense of the overall market. Intel has
considerably more size and history than any

engineered, then later through fancy slights of
hand such as 'speculation'. CPU speculation is
essentially the CPU guessing what will happen
next, so it’s prepared to act as soon as the
instructions arrive. This may seem trivial, but
when a chip does thousands to millions of
operations every second, that can make a big
difference in its speed and performance.

Total meltdown

Meltdown is a flaw made public early in 2018,
affecting all Intel chips from at least the past
decade. It ties into this speculation function,
unintentionally creating a large security hole
that criminals can use to terrifying effect.
Though Intel has downplayed the significance
of this and has been working on patches, this
particular bombshell has not yet exploded.
“I have three rules I always tell companies
to remember about security issues,” says
Pollard. “Security issues linger for a long time,
they overshadow everything else you
try to do, and there’s no good time
for them. Intel is now facing scrutiny
from State Attorneys General and a
large number of Class Action lawsuits
have been filed as a result of these
issues. That scrutiny will linger for
years as those cases make their way
through the legal system.”
If Meltdown can’t be successfully
patched or if the subsequent patches
create notable performance drops,
Intel will have to re-engineer its
chips. It’s already doing so, but a new
CPU design won’t happen overnight
or even in a year.
Ironically the Spectre flaw is
a reprieve, as it affects all chip
brands and not just Intel. It’s also
significantly harder to patch, so some of that
mud on Intel’s face is being shared among its
competitors. Yet Meltdown is easier to exploit
than Spectre and will likely be the more
prominent source of attacks once the flaws
become weaponised by criminals.
Regulatory intervention may also be a
future pain that at the very least can dampen
Intel’s prospects.
“There’s regulatory policy, and then there’s
regulatory intervention. I’m not sure we need

“Intel sold chips that either
don’t perform as
well as advertised if they
operate in a secure fashion,
or run as promised, as long
as you don’t mind that an
attacker might exploit this
method to steal data.”
Jeff Pollard, Forrester
of its competitors, and it has enjoyed at least
partial monopolies in many sectors. Whenever
one of those are challenged – as they are with
AMD’s EPYC chips for servers or the possibility
of Windows 10 running on ARM – pundits
rush to ponder Intel’s demise.
But these are all historic views. Intel’s
biggest problem may still be ahead of it.
As mentioned earlier, Moore’s Law has
outlived itself several times. This first came
to be as better ways to use copper were
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What makes a
Value-added
softWare
distributor?
Offering a unique value proposition
based on a service ethos, knowledge
transfer and partnership.
South African software distributor
and product marketing organisation,
Dax Data credits its customerfocused corporate values, and strong
product offering for its success. In
recent years, Dax Data has become
a significant distributor for Adobe –
driving the adoption of Creative Cloud
for Teams and Enterprise and Adobe
Connect in Africa.
Jeremy Matthews, CEO of Dax
Data says: “We’ve worked hard to
build a unique value proposition for
IT resellers based on a service ethos,
knowledge transfer and partnership.
This coupled with our own strategic
partnerships with vendors such as
Adobe, Micro Focus and eSyncTraining,
have helped us grow significantly in
the past few years.”
Matthews says he’s particularly
pleased with how the South African
market has taken to Adobe solutions
including Creative Cloud, Acrobat
DC and Adobe Connect. The
introduction of Adobe’s subscription
licensing model for Creative
Cloud made it possible for budget
sensitive customers to have access
to the solutions.

Jeremy Matthews, CEO, Dax Data

Partnering with Micro Focus
has meant that Dax Data is able
to bring to market key solutions
for collaboration, IT operations,
compliance, security, file management
and endpoint management. Micro
Focus, incorporating Attachmate,
NetIQ, Novell and now HPE, is a global
organisation with over 40 experience
supporting enterprise solutions. Micro
Focus products like PlateSpin Migrate
facilitate the adoption of key trends
such as the move to virtualisation and
the cloud.
With its 15-year heritage, Adobe
Connect has developed into an
easy-to-use, customisable platform
for digital collaboration, from screen
and document sharing, to highly
interactive webinars, meetings
and virtual classrooms. In today’s
hyper-connected society this kind
of solution is key in streamlining
business communication and
reducing costs.
Delivered by Dax Data and its
reseller partners, Adobe Connect web
conferencing solutions are being used
successfully by a number of large
organisations to support a range of

www.daxdata.co.za | 021 683 3861 | sales@daxdata.co.za

communication needs, including UCT,
Old Mutual, and ITWeb.
Dax Data has also partnered
with US-based software vendor
eSyncTraining to enhance its Adobe
Connect offering – establishing
a holistic e-learning and web
conferencing solution. eSyncTraining
is committed to delivering
cutting-edge solutions to help
users extend the power of Adobe
Connect for virtual meetings and
classrooms. eSyncTraining also
specialises in learning management
systems (LMS) and interactive online
applications including custom pods,
API integration for Adobe Connect,
and e-learning courses and training.
Earlier this year, Dax Data
introduced Adobe’s next-generation
LMS software, Captivate Prime, to
African markets. Adobe Captivate
Prime facilitates responsive e-learning
initiatives by empowering trainers,
educators and instructional designers
to deploy nearly any kind of e-learning
content for both desktop and mobile
devices. The addition of this solution
allows Dax Data to deliver a holistic
e-learning suite.

Fall
of the king

any form of regulatory oversight to guide how
chips are developed. But regulatory intervention
could certainly be used here to determine if
Intel should face any regulatory or commercial
penalties. Intel sold chips that either don’t
perform as well as advertised if they operate in
a secure fashion, or run as promised, as long as
you don’t mind that an attacker might exploit
this method to steal data,” says Pollard.

The big ship Intel

It’s not clear yet how these flaws will impact
Intel. But Intel is tough and embedded. In a
way Meltdown is distracting from a larger
issue: the bigger they are, the harder it is
for them to change course. Intel’s near-term
prospects are not the major concern. Rather
it’s the company’s attempts to expand its
products beyond the traditional markets that
it’s enjoyed vast control over.
Intel is fully aware of it. When ARM and
Microsoft started getting cosy over
Windows 10, Intel hinted at lawsuits relating
to patent violations. Late last year it made
radical changes to its IoT strategy, binning
several prominent products. This was in
response to virtually no gains in that market,
other than its Arduino boards.
Even its responses to Meltdown, which
have left many including Linux creator Linus
Torvalds fuming, have been lacking and
speaks of a company still too used to its
laurels, adds Pollard.
“Intel’s response to this has been less than
helpful. Unfortunately, Intel has focused on
managing the PR of this, and not focused
on providing clear, empathetic, accountable

guidance. Mix that with the deployment and
rollbacks of microcode then Intel has left its
customers, and its customers’ customers in a
real lurch.”
Intel’s problem isn’t one of fading away.
It’s the more classic challenge of a dominant
player needing to change in a volatile
market. What makes Intel’s situation more
noteworthy is that the volatility has been
around for several years – but Intel has only
recently stopped playing all of its usual cards
and started looking for new ideas. This is not

“unfortunately, Intel has
focused on managing the PR
of this, and not focused on
providing clear, empathetic,
accountable guidance.”
Jeff Pollard, Forrester

a death knell: IBM is in a similar situation,
but it’s also showing signs of reversing those
fortunes.
Both are monoliths, powerful anchors for
their industries. They’re not going anywhere,
not even in the face of the worst chip security
flaw in memory. The channel can continue to
bank on ‘Intel Inside’ as a slogan that sells.
But unless Intel can work out new ways to
navigate the waters, that may not be so true a
few years from now.
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The Who s
’
Who of CPU s
’

the semiconductoR industRy is suRpRisingly viBRant, with
a host of diffeRent playeRs involved. heRe's the lowdown
on the key industRy playeRs.
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by Paul Booth

S

emiconductors are spreading
everywhere, and so this sector is
growing, and growing fast. There
are three reasons for this. The first is that
research, development and production are
becoming more complex resulting in rising
costs, as such size and scalability become
extremely important. The second reason is
that entities are looking to exploit the latest
‘trend’ areas, particularly those utilising
wireless technologies that are becoming
critical, such as artificial intelligence, the
autonomous driving space and the Internet of
Things. Finally, many of them need to move
away from being overly dependent on a single
customer.
Because semiconductors are hidden away
inside computers, phones, tablets and other
electronic devices, many semiconductor
companies are relatively unknown and
quietly do business with companies that
manufacture these devices.
In this market briefing, The Margin has
identified the top companies by revenue and
listed them in alphabetical order, with a brief
overview of their focus and activities.
Due to the article on page 24 focusing
on the company's fortunes, Intel has been
excluded from this listing.

A nalo g D E V I C E S is a designer,
manufacturer and marketer of a portfolio of
solutions that leverages analog, mixed-signal,
and digital signal processing technology,
including integrated circuits, algorithms,
software, and subsystems, with a market
capitalisation of roughly $33 billion. The
company’s last deal was the acquisition of
Linear Technology, which was completed in
early 2017 for about $30 billion. A bid was
also made for Maxim Integrated Products in
2016, but that didn’t materialise.
B r oadco m (formerly Avago Technologies)
is a manufacturer of semiconductor and analog
devices, and provides interfaces for Bluetooth
connectivity, routers, switches, processors and
fibre optics. It has revenues of over $15 billion
and a market capitalisation of approximately
$110 billion. Broadcom has been engaged in a
hostile bid for Qualcomm, in a deal valued at over
$130 billion, as it believes it can cut Qualcomm’s
costs, at the same time complement and extend
its current product range. This is on top of its $5.9
billion acquisition of Brocade Communications
Systems in 2017. Avago, which has roots based
in the rich technical heritage of technology
powerhouses such as AT&T/Bell Labs, Lucent and
Hewlett-Packard/Agilent, originally bought out
Broadcom for $37 billion in 2015/16 but decided
to retain the Broadcom name.
•
G LO BA L F OU N D R I E S is a privatelyowned full-service semiconductor design,
development, fabrication and innovation
company. It was created in 2009 by the
divestiture of the manufacturing arm
of Advanced Micro Devices (AMD). The
majority shareholder of Globalfoundries,
ATIC, acquired Singapore-based Chartered
Semiconductor for $3.9 billion in 2009 and
in 2014, it received $1.5 billion from IBM to
accept taking over IBM's chip-manufacturing
business unit.
I nfineo n was created in 1999 when
the semiconductor operations of the
parent company Siemens AG were spun
off to form a separate legal entity. Based
in Germany, Infineon designs, develops,
manufactures and markets semiconductors
and system solutions. It has annual revenues
of approximately $6.5 billion and a market
capitalisation of $31 billion. In 2016, Infineon

agreed to buy Cree for $850 million, but the
deal was stopped due to US security concerns.
N vidia designs graphics processing units
(GPUs) for the gaming, cryptocurrency,
and professional markets, as well as
system on a chip (SoC) units for the mobile
computing and automotive markets. Its
annual revenues sit at $8 billion. With
GPUs' suitability to cryptocurrency mining
and artificial intelligence, Nvidia's stock has
grown about 900% over the last three years,
with the company’s market capitalisation
at approximately $117 billion. It has no
acquisition history and deemed to have a twoyear lead in autonomous driving.
M icr o n T echn o lo gy makes dynamic
random-access memory (DRAM) components
and modules, with revenues of over $23 billion
and a market capitalisation of $51 billion. Its
last acquisition was that of Inotera Memories
for $4 billion in 2016.
N X P (formerly Philips) is a Dutch nonmemory semiconductor supplier, and a
leading semiconductor supplier for the
secure identification, automotive and digital
networking industries, with annual revenues
of over $8.5 billion and a market capitalisation
of $41 billion. Its last acquisition was that of
Freescale Semiconductor for about $40 billion in
2015. At the time of writing, Qualcomm has just
had a bid of $44 billion agreed to acquire NXP
(subject to approval from China's regulator).
Q ualco mm is a semiconductor and
telecommunications equipment company
that designs and markets wireless
telecommunications products and services,
with revenues of over $17 billion and a
market capitalisation of $94 billion. It was
subject of a hostile takeover by Broadcom
in 2017, which it rebuffed, and is currently in
numerous litigation battles with Apple over
mobile technology patents.
Sams u ng ’ s chipset division recently
eclipsed former industry leader, Intel, by
revealing total revenues of $69 billion for
2017, which overshadowed the $62.8 billion
Intel reported for the same period. Samsung's
focus is on mobile, and in particular memory
chips for smartphones.
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How Azure
is driving
cloud
storAge

D

Traci Maynard, Microsoft Executive at Axiz

ata is being created at an exponential rate in today’s world.
The growth of this data, coupled with organisations’ increasing
desires to mine this information for business benefit, means that
storage has never been more important. It seems inevitable,
then, that the cloud would offer a potential solution to the everincreasing need for storage.

This has been a significant reason for why
Microsoft’s Azure platform has grown in
popularity, says Traci Maynard, Microsoft
executive at Axiz. After all, it is a cloud
platform that suits businesses of all sizes and
all levels of technical competence.
“Azure is a particularly easy platform to
use, and in fact, no high level knowledge,
specialist skills or technical competencies are
required to deliver an effective cloud solution
via this platform,” she says.
“Azure’s Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS) option offers organisations the ability
to obtain computing infrastructure that’s
rapidly and easily provisioned and managed
over the internet, delivering the ability to
scale up and down according to demand,
while only paying for what’s used. This, in
turn, means that companies are able to avoid
the expensive and complex management of
physical servers.”

Azure has had a tremendous impact on
the storage market, continues Maynard, in
that partners are now able to offer additional
services they were previously unable to, such as
selling backup for an end-customer as a cloud
workload rather than via tape. This means the
customer only pays for what’s used and they’re
able to scale up or down as required.
“Where Axiz fits into the picture is that
our expansive knowledge of the ICT industry
enables us to provide end-to-end innovative
technology and professional solutions to our
reseller base, including expertise across the
Microsoft Azure platform. It’s also worth noting
that the demand for this cloud platform is
growing so rapidly that we find we’re continually
having to invest in additional skills in this arena.”
As for cloud storage over the next few
years, Maynard suggests that it’s going to be
interesting to see how the hardware vendors
respond to the increasing uptake in cloud.

www.axiz.com | 011 2377128 | MicrosoftCSP@axiz.com

After all, she adds, the exponential growth in
data and the need to be able to expose this to
analytics in order to derive deeper business
insights, means that cloud-based storage
is rapidly becoming the go-to standard for
organisations. This is to be expected when
one considers its scalability and flexibility,
coupled with the ability to pay as you use.
“Of course, there’s one major concern
for enterprises with regard to cloud storage,
namely the issue of data sovereignty. However,
the imminent launch of two Azure datacentres
in South Africa, which was announced last
year, should put their minds at ease when it
comes to any potential concerns related to
where their data is housed.”
“We’re living in a world today where digital
transformation is not only a reality, but is a vital
aspect of future-focused business success, and
the foundation upon which such transformation
is built is the cloud. Moreover, as organisations
move more aspects of their business to the
cloud – particularly core areas such as storage
– they will begin to transform how the business
operates and transacts, and as this is done,
so these companies will create a platform to
drive additional digital transformation. This
demonstrates that the cloud has never been
more necessary,” she concludes.

Market
briefing

S K H Y N I X is a South Korean memory
semiconductor supplier of DRAM chips and
flash memory chips with revenues of over $26
billion and a market capitalisation of over $80
billion. It was founded as Hyundai Electronic
Industrial in 1983 and was known as Hyundai
Electronics, but in 2012, when SK Telecom
became its major shareholder, Hynix merged
into the SK Group. In 2014 SK Hynix acquired
the firmware division of Softeq Development.
Taiwan S emico nd u cto r , along with
its subsidiaries, engages in the computeraided design, manufacture, packaging, testing,
marketing and sale of integrated circuits,
colour filters and other semiconductor devices.
It has annual sales of over $29 billion and a
market capitalisation of $197 billion, but has
little acquisition history.
T exas I nstr u ments designs,
manufactures and sells semiconductors to
electronics designers and manufacturers
worldwide. It has annual revenues of about
$15 billion and a market capitalisation of $103
billion. Its last deal ($6.5 billion) was in 2011 for
National Semiconductor, although it also made
a bid in 2016 for Maxim Integrated Products
that didn’t come to fruition.
To shiba is a manufacturer of consumer
products as well as a manufacturer and supplier
of semiconductor, electronic components and
storage devices, with revenues of over $12
billion and a market capitalisation of almost $20
billion. The company is considering an IPO of
its memory chip business in the event that the
agreed $18 billion sale of the prized unit to Bain
Capital fails to gain antitrust approval.
W estern D igital is an integrated circuit
maker and a storage products company,
with annual revenues of over $9 billion and a
market capitalisation of nearly $26 billion.

In addition to the majors above, there are
numerous other significant players including:
A mbarella ($1.7 billion market cap)
develops semiconductor processing solutions
for video that enable HD video capture, sharing,
and display.
AMD ($12.1 billion market cap) primarily
offers x86 microprocessors as an accelerated
processing unit, chipsets, discrete GPUs,
and professional graphics, and server and
embedded processors, and semi-custom SoC
products and technology for game consoles.

C irr u s Lo gic ($3.4 billion market cap)
is a fabless semiconductor company that
develops, manufactures, and markets analog
and mixed-signal integrated circuits for a
range of consumer and industrial markets.
It’s heavily dependent on Apple as a flagship
client.
C y press S emico nd u cto r ($5.8 billion
market cap) designs, develops, manufactures,
markets, and sells embedded system solutions.
D i o des I nco rp o rated ($1.5 billion
market cap) together with its subsidiaries
designs, manufactures, and supplies
application-specific standard products in
the discrete, logic, and analog and mixed
semiconductor markets.
H imax T echn o lo gies ($1.7 billion
market cap) is a fabless semiconductor
company, providing display imaging
processing technologies to consumer
electronics brands.
L attice S emico nd u cto r ($792 million
market cap), together with its subsidiaries,
develops and sells semiconductor devices.
M axim I ntegrated P r o d u cts
($19 billion market cap) designs, develops,
manufactures, and markets a range of linear
and mixed-signal integrated circuit
M icr o chip T echn o lo gy
I nco rp o rated ($22.8 billion market
cap) develops, manufactures, and sells
semiconductor products for various
embedded control applications.
O N S emico nd u cto r ($10.7 billion
market cap) manufactures and sells
semiconductor components for various
electronic devices.
R enesas E lectr o nics ($20 billion
market cap) is a Japanese company created
in 2010 through the integration of Renesas
Technology and NEC Electronics. It designs
and manufactures a host of semiconductors
and components. In 2016, it acquired Intersil
for $3.2 billion.
S emico nd u cto r M an u fact u ring
I nternati o nal Co rp o rati o n
($7.1 billion market cap) is an investment
holding company, that’s engaged in the
computer-aided design, manufacture, testing,
packaging, and trading of integrated circuits
and other semiconductor services.

S ilico n L ab o rato ries ($4.2 billion
market cap) is a fabless semiconductor
company that designs, develops, and markets
mixed-signal analog intensive integrated
circuit.
S o ftbank ($90.9 billion market cap) paid
$24 billion for ARM holdings in 2016.
•
S T M icr o electr o nics ($21.2 billion
market cap), together with its subsidiaries,
designs, develops, manufactures, and markets
semiconductor products, and subsystems and
modules.
Tower S emico nd u cto r ($3.3 billion
market cap) is an independent semiconductor
foundry, which manufactures and markets
analog intensive mixed-signal semiconductor
devices.
V ishay I ntertechn o lo gy ($3.3
billion market cap) manufactures and
supplies discrete semiconductors and passive
components.

Also complementing the above are a host
of other organisations, such as Advanced
Semiconductor Engineering, Amkor
Technology, Applied Materials, ASML
Holdings, AXT, KLA-Tencor, Lam Research,
Orbotech and Teradyne, which are heavily
involved in supporting these semiconductor
producers.
It’s notable that the Chinese are currently
absent from the above listings, but are
trying to get in on the act, with ‘money’ not
seeming to be an issue. Canyon Bridges’
recent attempt to buy Lattice Semiconductor
was blocked by the US authorities, but it did
manage to acquire UK-based Imagination
Technologies. More recently, Naura
Microelectronics Equipment Co., completed
a deal to buy US-based Akrion Systems, in
a rare instance of the US approving such an
acquisition.
Apart from that mentioned previously,
some things we can expect to see in the
sector are:
• The Chinese upping their interest
significantly and thus pursuing whatever
opportunities may arise
• Consolidation among the lesser players
and among those companies that indirectly
support this sector in order to address
some of the issues mentioned previously
• Consolidation among those companies not
US-based, such as Infineon.
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Market
meltdown

by James Francis

A

s the many emails declining
involvement in this article can attest,
nobody wants to talk about Meltdown
and Spectre, the two serious flaws found on
just about every active CPU in the market
today. At best, a polite excuse of not talking on
Intel or AMD’s behalf is the answer, but in all
fairness this has never stopped commentators
before. Rather, these flaws are unprecedented
and have no clear outcome yet, so nobody will
risk sticking their neck out on the matter. It
seems the first rule of Chipgate is that nobody
talks about Chipgate..

The great flaws

Technical details of the two flaws are available
online, so there’s no need to delve too
deeply into either. But we can explore the
fundamentals. Meltdown is a flaw found on
Intel chips, affecting Intel CPUs released in
the last decade and even earlier. Spectre is
a somewhat similar set of flaws found on all
chips, including those from Intel, AMD and
Qualcomm. It impacts nearly every device out
there, including smartphones.
Both flaws are serious. They allow an
attacker access to the core system – the
kernel – in ways that shouldn’t happen. The
crux is that any application that can run on
a machine can use this flaw to access kernel
information. This is like anyone walking off
the street and straight into the bank vault
without even being noticed. In theory, even a
bit of Javascript code on a website is enough
to access such critical areas. In the hands of
a skilled operator, such a flaw is devastating.
There’s already reason to believe that the
flaws have been used by high-level agencies,
such as America's National Security Agency,
for years.
This needs to be lamented: there’s no
certainty on how dangerous these flaws
will be. Security experts have already found
samples of criminal code that try to use the
exploit. Once either flaw is weaponised, the
damage could be vast. Last year, the spate

of Wannacry and Petya ransomware attacks
were born directly from the revealing of a flaw
called EternalBlue. Even though a patch was
issued for the flaws, many neglected to apply
it and were caught off-guard. Lessons haven’t
been learned: recently researchers found
a new virus that uses EternalBlue to hijack
machines for crypto-mining.
Once Meltdown and Spectre are
weaponised, the impact might be wider. But
they’re proving tricky to patch: Meltdown
patches have been hit-and-miss, especially
firmware patches, and they cause a
degradation in system performance. This
doesn’t affect end-users as much, but
is impacting heavy server uses such as
databases and cloud. Already users have been
reporting performance dips on AWS since
the patches were applied. Yet patch they
must, for Meltdown makes it possible to even
access different virtual machines on the same
physical server.

something that has never happened before
anyway. But it could be a first, especially if
upcoming attacks are significantly devastating
or the subsequent patches cause major
performance drops.
Nor is there going to be a sudden refresh
of CPU products. Even though Intel et al are
said to be working on new architectures that
remove the flaws, they can’t afford to recall
their current inventory. Nor would they, given
the low security awareness among customers.
Even if widespread attacks do occur, they will
refer to the need to patch instead of replace.
Simply put, addressing these flaws
thoroughly isn’t a priority. Intel has just posted
some of its best revenues in a while and
preferred to focus on that euphoria instead.
AMD’s initial responses to the flaws was a
comedy of tragedies: in the space of two
days first lauding its imperviousness to the
flaws, then admitting it also had a problem.
If the channel wants guidance from the chip
manufacturers, it’s not happening
– something that has made
commentators and experts livid.
The first problem – the
performance impact of the patches
– seems to be moot. It was absorbed
with little fanfare, though this
is still a moving target and may
change. The second problem – if
the flaws could be weaponised
and used by criminals – is now the
looming concern. Cyber criminals
are certainly looking to exploit the
flaws. Then there’s a third problem:
these flaws may not be unique to
CPUs and could surface in GPUs and
other chips. In addition, the flaws exist due
to performance upgrades to chips and some
experts question how future chips will keep
improving performance without introducing
more dangerous flaws.
It’s tempting to say we should go back to
the drawing board. But unlike a car recall,
which focuses on a faulty element in the
vehicle, Meltdown and Spectre are more like a
fundamental error in all car engines. Nobody
will recall every car on the road, and nobody
will even try to recall every computer. Chances
are the market will just roll with the punches,
be it attacks, regulations or something else.
The unknown unknown, though, is nobody
knows how hard those punches will be.

Even though Intel et al are
said to be working on new
architectures that remove
the flaws, they can’t afford
to recall their current
inventory.
That’s the good news. The bad news is that
Spectre can only be partially patched. Both
flaws sit at the design level of the chips and
ultimately will only go away if new chips are
designed.

The channel impact

Does this mean all that hardware sitting in
warehouses is null and can’t be sold? Luckily
not. Thus far patching of Meltdown hasn’t
made a massive performance dent – usually in
the single percentiles. Though no cloud hosts
responded to our request for comment, it can
be assumed their scale will absorb much of
the performance impact. There’s unlikely to
be an upgrade rush due to a security flaw,
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Future
focus

When looking at the tech trends, chipsets
show the way the technology market is
evolving. What does the future look like for
the processor world?
by James Francis

I

n 1958, Robert Noyce and his team formed
Fairchild Semiconductor – the start of a
revolution, the dawn of Silicon Valley and
the first glimpse of Intel. Chip technology
hasn’t stood still since, evolving to feed our
need for more power. From tracking a mouse

on a screen to playing the latest games to
powering applications across countries: digital
hinges on the processor.
Traditional use cases such as desktop
computers and servers have dominated the
processor space, but this is changing as other
areas come of age. From ‘a chip in everything’
IoT to the mind-bending possibilities of
quantum computers, how will these trends
shape up in the future?

The Internet of Things
The Internet of Things (IoT) can represent
many products, from a gateway controller
in a factory to a chatty Amazon Echo in
someone’s living room. It can be made
from different chips, so there isn’t even a
distinction to be had there. But the market
does widely favour ARM’s designs, which
are very energy-efficient and useful for
small computing devices. Yet it’s not alone:
the Echo uses Texas Instruments’ chips and
the Google Home relies on Synaptics’ chips.

the mainstream, such as ARM TrustZone.
Considerably more needs to happen before
IoT chips are security hardened. But security
will be a key concern for chip manufacturers
and a way to differentiate their products
from the rest of the market.
Connectivity is another topic that many
IoT devices share. This was confined to the
mobile market, but the emergence of 5G has
seen a push from many companies to get a
seat at the next connectivity table. This space
is telling of the jockeying by different
companies to get a good start into
the growing market, modem chips
are being fought over. Qualcomm
has been the dominant force in this
arena with its LTE modems, but
others are hot on its heels with rival
designs.
Qualcomm also dominates the
ARM market, even though its
chips are often manufactured by
others. ARM is popular, because
its low-power profile allows it to
handle computations near the
source of the data, such as a sensor; also
called the ‘edge’. It’s an area where the
chipmaking giant Intel is weak – its x86 chips
are more relevant in the datacentres than
in IoT devices. But Intel has been pushing
outwards, recently launching Xeon chips
that handle edge computing (and ARM has
been eyeing servers). It’s got a tough fight
against the popular ARM architecture family.
But everyone in this fight has an incentive to
compete.

Traditional use cases such
as desktop computers and
servers have dominated the
processor space, but this
is changing as other areas
come of age.
Though Intel dominates the chip market,
there’s no shortage of smaller peers and
competitors.
Nonetheless, different IoT devices do share
some similar concerns. Foremost would be
security, a problem that numerous experts
have been warning about. Fortunately, the
chip industry hasn’t been unresponsive and
security chips have been around for a bit.
They mostly focus on specialised bespoke
systems, but there’s a trickle-down into
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Artificial Intelligence
Artificial Intelligence (AI) chips are hot, hot, hot. US venture capitalists
have signed cheques for over $113 million in 2017, three times higher than
2015, and one Chinese startup raised that much almost on its own. With
all of that investment going towards semiconductors, and not including
the research and development spend in-house by existing players, this
is an industry expected to boom as demand for more specialised AI
chips grows. Traditional CPU processors don’t cope well with AI, which
wants to constantly execute many small processes. This is why the chips
in graphics cards, GPUs, are so popular for AI use; as they can offer the
constant churn of small tasks that creates good AI.
The result has been an explosion in demand for GPUs, many of which
ended up populating racks at major cloud providers such as Amazon
Web Services and Microsoft Azure. AI commands a large portion of those
investments and demand will continue to grow even beyond AI use cases.

But GPUs are power-hungry, so there’s also a need for more efficient
chips. Hence the interest from investors, because someone needs to
make those chips. But the chip startups and upstarts are facing strong
competition from incumbents. Nvidia, one of the GPU manufacturers
benefitting from the AI craze, has teamed with IBM to make AIspecialised chips, and Intel has unveiled a family of AI chips called NNP.
It’s an open race, even Google has its own AI chip.
Some sectors are already jumping the gun. Samsung, Huawei and
Apple have introduced AI chips into their latest flagship smartphones.
These are processors dedicated to handling those abundant small tasks
that more general purpose processors aren’t great at, saving a lot of
power consumption on mobile devices. Yet at this stage it’s more about
the future than the present. While a mobile AI chip sounds very cutting
edge, there isn’t much use for it yet. AI on a mobile device originates from
a datacentre, which shuttles information to the device. It
would be much more efficient to do some of that thinking
on the device itself using an AI chip. This is the intention,
but it’s still too early to really see that in action. So for
now, those AI chips are mainly being used to create fancy
emoji effects. But small-task AI-orientated chips are due to
become a standard in smart devices.

Some sectors are already jumping the gun.
Both Huawei and Apple have introduced AI
chips into their latest flagship smartphones.

Quantum computing
In the world of quantum computing, there’s only one benchmark
that currently matters: quantum supremacy. This is when a quantum
computer either vastly overshadows a regular computer at the same
task, or accomplishes something a regular computer cannot. When will
we get to this moment? Practitioners in the space predict five years,
but critics have remarked that they’ve been giving this same estimate
for a while. Other scientists settle on
closer to a decade, with one disclaimer:
that doesn’t mean the world will see a
commercially viable quantum computer by
that time. That will take longer and few are
guessing how long.
Quantum computers are not the same as
current chips and few of the current chipset
manufacturers are invested directly into
exploring the concept. This isn’t because of
doubt, but due to the relatively young age
of the science. The first quantum computer
was attempted in 1999 and the concept has grown by a snail’s pace
since. The size of a quantum computer is defined by its number of of
qubits, basically the gates on the chip and comparable to the transistors
on current silicon chips. But whereas the latter can have billions of
transistors, the highest qubit count is IBM’s 55. Commercial computers

won’t require billions of qubits, but they're expected to have thousands,
especially if they're to do error correction, an important ability for all
processors. That being said, in 2017 the qubit ceiling was 20. Some
quantum computers have already claimed thousands of qubits, but critics
argue that those aren’t real quantum implementations.
At this stage, quantum computing is still being proven. Without
reaching quantum supremacy, there’s
limited use for it and no certainty that
it’s even quantum. Some experts are
even sceptical it’s at all possible, or if
possible at all affordable. The market is
still dealing with the problem of whether
a quantum computer’s results are correct
and how to measure that. Consequently
every quantum computer is unique, a
strange collection of cables and pipes to
accommodate the very low temperatures
needed. Still, major progress has been
made in the past few years and here may also be a surprise from
a quiet source: China has numerous companies invested in chasing
quantum supremacy, all which have been very coy about their efforts.
A quantum revolution could be imminent – or not even in our lifetimes.
It’s too soon to tell.

Quantum computers are
not the same as current
chips and few of the current
chipset manufacturers
are invested directly into
exploring the concept.
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Crypto-currency
The GPU was moving along happily courting gamers, when it received
an unexpected surge of interest from a different source. Cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin come into existence through ‘mining’,
essentially solving difficult maths problems. The difficulty goes up as
more currency is generated, an artificial barrier imposed to ensure a
crypto-currency is made available at a moderated rate. As the problems
become harder, more raw computing power is needed. A GPU, unlike a
computer’s CPU, only really does one thing, but does it extremely well.
This has made it attractive to several specialised applications, such as
AI, but few more so than crypto-mining.
Demand for crypto-mining processors has raised the
prices of graphics cards and drained stock everywhere.
Nvidia, the largest GPU manufacturer, is downplaying
how much it generates from this market, preferring to
highlight more official uses of its products instead – such
as GPUs at cloud provider datacentres. But it admits
that its earnings from crypto-miners are higher than
it predicted. AMD, owner of ATI graphics cards, is also
enjoying a surge, and similarly not commenting much on
the trend.
Such silence is probably due to crypto-mining’s uncertain future.
The current high prices of different crypto-currencies make the
hoarding of graphics cards financially viable, but that means it can
all stop if the speculated crypto-bubble pops. GPU manufacturers
may also be quiet because crypto-mining is not the exclusive domain
of GPUs. Many mining operations use ASIC (application-specific
integrated circuit) chips that also provide dedicated processing
power for the task. TSMC, one of the largest ASIC chipmakers, credits
demand for mining-appropriate chips towards a nice jump in its
earnings. Samsung has also announced it will be making ASIC chips
for crypto-mining, though didn’t say at what scale.

Some crypto-currencies don’t like ASIC, but it seems likely that
long-term crypto-currencies will soften a bit on GPUs as cheaper
options become more available. This is assuming crypto-currencies
remain valid for the foreseeable future, creating a sustainable market
chip manufacturers can invest in. Right now it’s more of an oddity that
companies are just dipping a toe into. While the crypto concept and
underpinning technologies aren’t going to disappear, the current mining
craze might. But at the moment, demand for the chips that unearth all
that digital loot is almost as big as the craze itself.

While the crypto concept and underpinning
technologies aren’t going to disappear, the
current mining craze might.
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Channel
outlook

Purpose
over
power
CPUs are more powerful than
ever. But more power is no
longer better, challenging market
perceptions. What should the
channel think about?
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T

he CPU market is in an interesting
place. The need for more power has
started falling to the wayside. Much
like razor blades with an inordinate amount
of edges for the smoothest shave ever,
customers have cooled on the idea that more
is better. The measure for performance has
changed to purpose, not torque.

The new user experience

A modern user device isn’t expected to be
powerful as much as capable, reliable and
efficient. If that’s in doubt, simply poll people
on the hardware power of their smartphones.
Outside of storage, they probably have no
idea.
One could pin this on the consumerisation
of technology over the past decade. It’s
certainly true that buyers of new user devices
don’t always look for the highest numbers
(unless it’s the next iteration in a brand
family – hence why the iPhone X is popularly
just called the iPhone 10). The performance
plateau is a reality – a mid-range machine
today is quite capable of the type of graphics,
video and processing tasks once monopolised
by high-end machines. A bottom range
machine can still comfortably browse, play
videos and do work tasks.
That has diversified consumer tastes.
People want devices that they can take with
them and can connect to data networks to use
services that are becoming device agnostic. If
you use Office365 or Sage accounting, you’re

no longer confined to a select pool of devices.
This is defining the emerging user computer
market. The rise of 2-in-1 computers is a
sign that multiscreen culture is starting
to consolidate into a handful of profiles.
So a full-spec laptop that’s also a portable
ultrabook and a tablet is now vogue. Chipset
manufacturers are following this trend with
enthusiasm. They can make big gains with
integrated chips, such as the looming Intel/
ATI collaboration, and score if their modems –
particularly 5G ones – are preferred.
Already Intel’s dominance is being
threatened by efforts to bring Windows 10
to ARM processors, which on paper promises
incredible battery gains and always-on
features through LTE, WiFi and 5G. This is the
‘always connected PC’, currently a hot topic
and perhaps the future of large user devices.

performance. The numbers may look like
they’re painting a different picture: IDC found
that server revenues grew 17% globally. But
this is after several slow quarters, suggesting
that servers are being sweated for longer.
Virtual machines and containers have
changed how servers are used, gleaning big
efficiencies. Instead of having one large and
powerful server with lots of future capacity,
it can be better to use several lower-power
machines in tandem. Highly powerful
machines can be sweated by running several
virtual machines, effectively increasing the
refresh cycle, translating into less frequent
business for the channel.
Responding to this, the channel has to
become more service orientated. Managing
complexity is a key focus and has made preconfigured solutions, such as hyper-converged
infrastructure, more popular. Cloud
providers have helped support
the server market, especially as
companies are giving up their own
servers and adopting Infrastructure
as a Service instead. Yet there’s
also a surge in server buying from
companies that have matured their services
model and want more specific in-house
capabilities.
Despite a rise in threats, security doesn’t
seem to drive new adoption. Instead the
more traditional force – new hardware –
remains the most potent. Last year’s sales
were boosted in part by the arrival of AMD’s
EPYC and Intel’s Purley chips, which focus
on modern workloads, such as big data. But
the channel would do well to realise that
less is now more, and that server purchases
are becoming more nuanced. Nobody is still
buying a large powerful box and then deciding
what to do with it.

Xavier, a chipset made specifically for
autonomous vehicles. Both are responses to
customer using their chips for other purposes.
But the trend is not that clean-cut.
For example, ASIC chips don’t work well
with some crypto-currencies. As much as
specialised chips are on the rise, most still
have to prove their viability. For the channel,
the proof will be in the demand, and the
long-term benefits in how it can balance that
demand. Selling volumes of cards to flash-inthe-pan crypto-miners may seem like good
business, but then those stalwart gamers
will go elsewhere. The channel can’t afford to
maintain its purely transactional mindset as
these areas of specialisation emerge.

Consumers don’t seem to
care too much about what’s
under the hood.
But while the ideas are hot, adoption is
likely to remain lukewarm. Even today Celeron
machines are still abundant because of their
low prices, despite the Intel Core-family of
devices (i3, i5, etc.) having been around for
over a decade. An alternative low-cost route
is the emergence of Chinese laptops, though
consumers still distrust all but the biggest
Chinese brands.
Consumers don’t seem to care too much
about what’s under the hood. They focus
on the design and new features – whether
consumers bite, though, is still unclear. So
while it’s business as usual for now, the
channel can expect some new ideas that may
or may not work, but need to be tested in the
market.

Servers are no longer just powerful

The same plateauing of power is manifesting
in the server world, once thought to be
impervious to any thinking other than brute

The age of specialisation

This specialisation drive began with customers
using hardware for new functions, but the
manufacturers have caught up. Samsung is
developing ASIC chips, purposed specifically
for crypto-mining, and Nvidia has unveiled
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Adapting to change:
selling cloud services
Selling cloud services will force a change in sales models, but it can also
allow for enhanced service and even proactive problem-solving.
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loud-based services are being snapped
up by business units anxious to gain
functionality faster, and by resourceconstrained IT departments seeking lowcapex, agile solutions. What this means for
the channel is a complete revision of sales and
support models.
Brett St Clair, former head of Google South
Africa's enterprise cloud business and now
CEO of Google cloud partner Siatik, says
cloud's time has arrived. "Many enterprises
don’t have time and resources for on-premise
solutions any more. I spend a lot of time with
CIOs who are very strong technically, but they
simply can’t build and deploy fast enough and
affordably enough to meet today’s needs,” he
says. The cloud allows customers to scale as
fast as they wish, St Clair notes.
“Companies used to buy tools and get their
updates every two years, but they find they’re
locked in and the systems cost a fortune. This
is when they start to look to tools in the cloud.
Salesforce is a classic example of the Software
as a Service (SaaS) they’re adopting – it’s
simple, cost effective and continuously being
upgraded.”
As cloud services are so compelling and
it’s become so easy for customers to procure
services as and when they need them,
customer volumes are potentially far higher
than a few years ago, when on-premise
solutions demanded a carefully considered
investment. But margins are lower: cloud has
become a volume game.
Simon Carpenter, chief technology advisor
at SAP Africa, says: "We're still in the early
days of people moving to cloud. I don’t think
local enterprises will ever move all their
workloads to cloud, but some are transitioning
faster than expected. Areas such as human
capital management, ERP, sourcing and
procurement have accelerated their migration
to the cloud, literally in the past year.”

Changes in the channel

Carpenter’s team has been targeting cloud
sales to large through small enterprises
in South Africa and across Africa in recent
years. It’s a market with significant potential,
he says, since many enterprises across the
continent struggle to run effective IT shops
with limited skills and budget.

“The simplicity and agility of cloud is also
compelling,” he says. “You just bring data and
people to it, and you can get it up and running
relatively quickly.”
But cloud is changing channel models, he
says. “It’s becoming a challenge. Traditionally,
channel players would drop boxes, then
they moved to the world of reselling and
implementing software, and never had
to consider what happened after the
implementation. Now, you still have to sell;
you still have to convince an organisation
that the functionality of your SaaS is better
than that of your competitor’s. We need a
mindset shift from focusing on large lengthy
implementation projects to faster adoption
projects, which are shorter in timescale and
arguably shorter in scope. The channel will
have to start shifting to focus on driving
adoption fast and moving on to find the next
customer.”

Beware the churn

“What comes in cloud’s wake is a greater
requirement to look after your customers –
they have more choice now and it’s far easier
for them to walk away. So it becomes crucial
you have people making sure the user is
adopting the service and getting value,” says
Carpenter.

brochureware’; the customer has already
looked at analyst sites and read the content
on your site, so you need to show up with
new insights and challenge their thinking in a
particular way or else you’ll be redundant.”
Carpenter notes that digital transformation
offers two key pillars. “One, is using
technology to optimise what you already do,
just faster and better. Cloud is magic for that
sort of thing. The other side of the coin is
design-led innovation, in which you assemble
components out of the cloud to build new and
innovative solutions. This is where the channel
may find new opportunities to partner with
platform and solutions providers to help
customers drive innovation.”

Know your customer

In this new environment, machine learning and
big data analytics will come into their own,
Carpenter believes. “SAP still has a large sales
force, but at the same time we’re building a
digital channel to market where customers will
have dialogues with a bot, download and try
before they buy, and buy using a credit card.
When this happens, we will need to lean more
and more on our ability to gather data on social
media comments, click streams, customer
journeys and contact centre engagements, and
pull it all together to make sense of it,” he says.

“Enterprises are already cutting back on their
sales forces abroad as customers move to
compare products and order online.”
Simon Carpenter, SAP Africa
SAP is tackling this issue by introducing
customer engagement managers who
proactively support accounts and continually
engage with customers to drive value;
supported by industry value engineers with
in-depth understanding of challenges in
specific sectors.

Evolution and opportunity

Carpenter believes sales and account
managers will have to evolve. “I think
traditional-style sales calls and relationship
building engagements won’t survive for much
longer. Enterprises are already cutting back on
their sales forces abroad as customers move
to compare products and order online. IT
sales today can’t afford to be a lot of ‘walking

“The world of cloud is scaling the way
you service markets,” says St Clair. “We find
we can support customers better, using
advanced cloud-based tools. For example, we
have monitoring tools tied to the automation
stack, and if a customer should break the
threshold, we can instantly resolve the issue.
In a cloud environment, we can scale and
optimise services, and it becomes simpler to
monitor, test and analyse performance. We’re
able to predict what customers need before
they know it themselves, and we can lift and
shift accordingly. In a digitised, automated
environment, using AI and advanced
analytics, we’re capable of gaining a far better
understanding of user needs – at scale and in
real time.”
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Does the
channel dream
of electric cars?
With electric vehicles on the horizon,
has the time arrived for the channel to
capitalise on this potentially lucrative
new market?
by Rodney Weidemann
photography 123RF

W

hile pure electric cars aren’t yet commonplace in South Africa,
several European countries have set dates by which sales of
gasoline cars are expected to end. There’s no doubt electric
cars will arrive on our shores sooner or later.
From the channel perspective, these vehicles will inevitably be packed
with technology; furthermore, the infrastructure required to maintain
them, not to mention peripheral services, will likely also rely heavily on
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technology. This, then, opens up a range of potential new markets for
those channel players with enough foresight to capitalise early.

Setting the scene

The first challenge, before anyone can think of exploiting this market,
is to significantly increase the adoption rate of such vehicles in South
Africa, says Riaan Graham, sales director in Sub-Saharan Africa at Ruckus
Wireless.
“Although the developed world is already moving in this direction,
there’s virtually no local demand for these vehicles at present. This may
be partly due to the fact that these cars are currently fully imported,
meaning they’re especially expensive. Couple this with the fact that
government hasn’t really put any incentives in place to encourage
adoption, and it’s no wonder few people are interested in going electric
right now,” he says.
“Furthermore, South Africans have suffered enough electricity
challenges in recent years to be concerned as to whether making the
investment in electric cars will be worthwhile.”
In September 2017, Alviva Holdings’ Solareff subsidiary acquired 75%
of Gridcars, a Pretoria-based developer of electric vehicle charge point

“There’s certainly a lot of potential for
those channel partners prepared to think
outside the box.”
Dereshin Pillay, T-Systems

software management systems and supplier of charge points. Gridcars’
MD Winstone Jordaan says he has no doubt the future of the automotive
industry lies with electric.
“The trouble is that even if we take this as the point of departure, too
many people view it as something we only have to worry about in ten or
20 years’ time. However, we need to start building incrementally towards
it now.”
This means not only looking at how the market will evolve
realistically, and targeting development in those market sectors where
we already have some of the technology available, but also training
the youth. We will need to educate the next generation to be able to
understand and cope with the core technologies that will be developed
for this sector.”

Channelling the right energy

As far as channel opportunities go, Jordaan foresees the biggest ones
coming more from the ‘connected car’ side – something that should
develop in conjunction with electric vehicles – as well as for the
development of specialised apps related to electric cars, for example a
map solution that highlights where various charging stations are.

“Gridcars was established to look into this side of things, and we’ve
been developing back-end systems for this industry for nearly ten years
now. We’re building a single, cohesive back-end that other players will
link to.
“We offer the foundation, which opens up many options for channel
players to build upon. One example would be the creation of reactive
maintenance systems, which would enable technicians to be sent to
repair charge points when – or before – they fail. You could also develop
apps that would, for example, combine the charging map with route
planning and specialist venues, so that drivers could plan their day,
safe in the knowledge they could not only find a charging station when
required, but also be able to entertain themselves while they wait for the
vehicle to charge.”
Dereshin Pillay, head of automotive and manufacturing at T-Systems,
agrees there will be opportunities in the application development
space, suggesting that linking one’s personal calendar to the map of the
charging stations would enable users to ensure they could get to all their
daily meetings either without recharging, or at least plan their day so
that their vehicle could charge at a station during meetings.
“There’s certainly a lot of potential for those channel partners prepared
to think outside the box. Another option might be on the analysis and
informatics side – remember this will be a new industry – so learning
more about how and when people use their electric vehicles will offer
many benefits in the long run.
“Obviously, there are many boxes still to tick before these vehicles will
achieve high adoption rates, so one thing we will need is for the larger
channel partners to the lead the pack as early adopters,” he states.
After all, he continues, once the big enterprises get more involved,
they will create more volume, which will offer more opportunities for
smaller channel players to get involved in building out the industry
through app development and the like.

Nascent market

Mark Walker, associate VP for Sub-Saharan Africa at IDC, notes how the
channel will develop is still very nascent at this stage.
He indicates the biggest channel developments will be within the
automotive sector itself, suggesting that the traditional brake repair
businesses may develop a new approach, and will likely ally themselves
with specific vehicle manufacturers.
“I do, however, think there will be a segment of software tuning
experts and they will offer services to maximise the performance of
electric vehicles by tweaking the software.
“The vehicle peripherals, such as chargers and batteries, will also be very
specific to the vehicle make and, in all likelihood, there will be very little
standardisation initially. So, while there will be some diversification as it
develops, it will probably be dominated by the bigger players,” he says.
Gridcars’ Jordaan says: “We’re probably talking about a 20-year
trajectory for this industry to reach fruition. Any organisation that wants
to play a role in this space will need to begin mapping its route along this
journey now.”
Q1 2018 |
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Burn the
business model
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In the final part of the series on digitalisation of channel operations, we explain
why you need to disrupt the business models that hinder your progress.
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Digitalisation
under the spotlight

by Tamsin Oxford
photography 123RF
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n the first two parts of this series, we
examined how digitalisation can potentially
transform the smaller channel business
if implemented intelligently across process,
platform and business structure. These pieces
unpicked two of the three pillars that support
a successful digital transformation strategy –
a robust digital front-end and the digitalisation
of internal business processes. The third
pillar is the digitalisation of business model
and process, allowing for the channel to lead
the way in the disruption of the landscape.
The channel needs to find a way of changing
existing business models so as to deliver on
the transformation promise while maintaining
growth and capability.
“One way of doing this is to take a
successful digital business model from
another industry and adapt it to your
industry,” says Derek Martin, principal
consultant, BSG. “Another way is to start
from scratch. The world of today is vastly
different from the one in which your business
started, and the future is one where billions
of devices are connected and surround your
customers on every step of their journey.
Asking how your business can generate value
for customers in that context can reveal fresh
ways of doing business that you should be
planning for right now.”
For the channel, it’s essential to become
immersed in new trends and look to digital
transformation initiatives that will support
business and growth. This can be done by
taking an old value chain and optimising it
through automation or enhanced business
processes, or perhaps by allowing for
improved access to information through
solutions that open up the data of the
organisation to scrutiny.
“Digital delivers an immediacy of
information that allows for the organisation
to analyse and adapt intelligently,” says
David Slotow, CEO, Trackmatic. “It has also
granted access to richer and more powerful
software tools, that are more affordable to
the smaller business and don’t come with
upfront development costs. Smaller channel
businesses are more agile and can often use
the full range of features more quickly and
with greater flexibility.”

Until now, the smaller business has been at
a disadvantage. Their tolerance for cash flow
issues is lower than that of an enterprise,
for example, and they may have less power
when it comes to negotiating with suppliers.
However, digital has seen the board tilt in
their favour. Now, big business battles with
systems that were brilliant for running at
scale, but aren’t agile enough to pivot on
customer demand.

Levelling the playing field

“To cope with digitalisation, the business
has to change at the speed of the internet,”
says Martin. He also points out that any
digital future should start with the customer.
Uncover the issues in the business that impact
on the customer and use this insight to create
a business model that the customer finds of
value.
“Digital transformation involves looking
at business processes and how they can
work more efficiently using new online
channels,” says Darren Gibbard, chief technical
security officer, Qualys. “Using these services,
companies can understand their customers
more deeply and target them with products
or services that fit their needs. Responding

“When considering what to digitise first,
look to the manual tasks with long turnaround
times and little visibility into progress,”
says Martin. “While it can be tempting to
jump into automating manual tasks and
building dashboards, pause to consider if it
needs automating in the first place. Channel
companies are in the business of connecting
customers with other companies; any
improvement in their business that reduces
friction in this channel will strengthen
partnerships and customer relationships.”

Rip it up

The premise is simple. Don’t be precious
about process or business model. If the old
can be torn up to deliver shorter procurement
processes, transparency, customer-led
platforms, and product personalisation, then
start tearing. Legacy systems, complex billing,
inefficient paper-based processes – remove
the barriers that hinder changes to your
business model. Just don’t jump the shark.
“Digital transformation isn’t landing on the
moon on your first attempt, but incremental
steps that start with a plan to get off the
ground,” says Pierre Aurel, strategic project
manager, e4. “Start by understanding what
type of customers you have and
how you can make things easier for
them. Focus on the top ten most
common issues customers contact
you about, then use those to create
an end-to-end experience that truly
differentiates.”
Slotow adds: “Smaller channel
businesses are able to better engage
with potential and existing customers
and will often see more meaningful and
tangible benefits and more engaging
first-hand experiences with their customers.”
It seems that size does matter after all.
While the smaller channel business may not
have the vast pools of budget within which
to swim its digital transformation strategy, it
has the advantage of speed and agility. Nimble
adaptability to trends, customer needs, value
chain and partner challenges open up the
floodgates of potential, allowing channel
players to discard inefficient business models
and process on demand.

Uncover the issues in the
business that impact on the
customer and use this insight
to create a business model
that the customer finds of
value.
to these opportunities can help channel
businesses protect their relationships.”
So, what to digitise first? We know that
the customer has to come first and that
budgets are too tight to throw funds at
unlimited digital investment so it’s important
to establish what tasks and workflows are
best suited to sustainable transformation.
Yes, that lovely Software as a Service solution
has brilliant bells and whistles, but are any of
them of any value to your company?
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8 stages of the
sales cycle
BY SIMON FOULDS
ILLUSTRATIONS BY ZACK HOOSEN

Most sales follow a standard set of processes. Marketing
can only do so much in drumming up interest, so what
does the sales person need to do?

4
3

Value proposition

–
Take the time to understand customer pain
points. Have a coffee session and let the
customer tell you what they’re grappling
with as a business. Where are they going?
Let them give you their story. This is where
you pick up opportunities in terms of what
products you can start positioning against
their specific pain points.

2

Qualification

– The qualifying stage can either happen
during the initial contact (e.g. the cold call) or at the appointment itself.
Much will depend on how willing this particular lead is to speak with you
at length during the cold call. Some people will be eager to get you off the
phone, so asking a series of probing questions will likely cost you the
appointment. If the lead seems fairly open, try asking at least a few
qualifying questions during the first call, that way you can avoid wasting
your time and theirs on someone who isn't a prospect.

– Once you understand the customer’s pain points, you also
need to understand the users, and if different, who exactly
will be consuming this technology. There’s nothing wrong
with meeting the marketing director, for example, and
letting them take you through what their department’s
plans are. It’s all about people relationships that are backed
up by products and services. Understanding the different
decision-makers within the company you’re selling tech
solutions to enables you to cater
for their specific needs.

1

People don’t buy because marketing is clever, but because
marketing strikes a chord in the mind of the prospect. It’s the
resonance of that which makes the person want the advantages of
what you’re selling. Customers buy because you help them realise
the merits of owning what you offer.

Identifying the
decision-makers

Prospecting – This is also called‘finding new

business’. It involves strategies for finding the right potential
buyers for what you’re selling. When considering your product
or service, ask yourself: ‘Who would benefit most from this?’ If
the end-user is a corporation, you need to make contacts
within corporations. The key to prospecting effectively is about
knowing where to look and what to look for. It’s also important
to distinguish between a lead, a prospect, and a qualified
prospect. The most important element in this step is to create
a profile of existing customers. Have you fully profiled each of
these in order to adjust marketing tactics appropriately? For
each market segment do you know what the ideal customer
looks like?
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toolkit

Perception analysis

– Consumers can evaluate a product
along several levels. Its basic characteristics are inherent to the generic version of the
product and are defined as the fundamental advantages it can offer to a customer.
Generic products can be made distinct by adding value through extra features, such as
quality or performance enhancements. Consumer perception also involves augmented
properties, which offer less tangible benefits, such as customer assistance, maintenance services, training, or appealing payment options. In terms of competition with
other products and companies, consumers greatly value these added benefits when
making a purchasing decision, making it important to understand the notion of a ‘total
package’ when marketing to customers.

Proposal

5

6

– Contracts
should never be negotiated at the end of
the process. From the time the client asks
for the proposal start talking about pricing.
Send then the terms and conditions of the
contract. That way, they can determine if the
terms and conditions suit them or not. Once
you understand the customer’s pain points
you can offer them a proposal that will not
disrupt their flow of business. Because you
want to make them more efficient by them
purchasing your products and how you can
ensure they remain efficient through ensuring
downtime will be kept to a bare minimum.

7

Negotiation

– During the negotiations it’s
advisable to have key technical people from your company able to
answer all relevant technical queries. This assists in accelerating
the closure of the deal. Because you understand the customer’s
problem it’s not just about the sale. Rather forming a partnership
to make the customers’ operations more efficient. It pays
dividends at this stage if you have spent the time building up
relations with the customer.

8
Close the deal

– It’s beneficial having a number of
the above listed steps running in parallel. You will then be able to
shorten the sales cycle and close the deal quicker. It pays to work
smarter in the lead up to closing the deal. Inefficiencies along the
sales cycle can delay this final stage. Ideally you want to get in a
room and streamline the process, making for a healthier business –
for both the vendor and the customer.
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What’s
in store?
table

Is the end of the hard drive nigh? The Margin finds out
what the shift to cloud means from members of the
channel focused on selling storage.
by Adam Oxford
PHOTOGRAPHY Mike Turner

H

umanity finds itself divided over the
simplest of things: religion, land, politics,
teabags or loose leaves, spaces or tabs.
There’s one thing that we’re good at doing
collectively, however: generating data. So much
data, in fact, that we’re getting rather blasé
about it. A few years ago, every awe-inspiring
presentation cited statistics about just how
much content we create and the growth of
data – today, even the most improbably large
numbers barely raise an eyebrow.
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In 2010, for example, Facebook was
processing 60 million new pieces of content
every day, and we were amazed that such
a thing was possible. By 2012, the same
network’s users were adding 300 million
images alone every 24 hours. By 2017, we
were adding more than 4.5 billion Facebook
status updates, comments, videos and pics to
Facebook’s server farms over the same period
of time.
And all that data, along with the newly
digitised library in the corporate office,
the office team chats and the customer
interactions that are saved ready to be
mined at a later date, along with the
countless streams of data generated from IoT

K ate
M o llett ,

Puleng
Technologies
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“Big institutions
that are cash-rich are
playing in the space
of hyperconverged
infrastructure, but
what’s really selling
across the board is
flash.”
Mike Styer, Aptronics
implementations, needs to go somewhere.
According to IDC’s latest figures, revenue from
enterprise storage sales grew 14% year-onyear in the third quarter of 2017; capacity
increased 22.4% to 72.5 exabytes of drive
space shipped.
Storage is a competitive space to be in,
to be sure, but, given the rate of market
growth, it’s no wonder that participants in The
Margin’s latest roundtable discussion are – on
the whole – happy.

We’re all hyperconverged now

The big buzz is – unsurprisingly – still around
hyperconvergence and software defined
storage (SDS). Disconnecting physical storage
from its logical requirements makes it flexible
to provision and plentiful. It also allows the
development of new services that need to be
able to scale up and down on demand.
VMware’s senior manager: technical
pre-sales, Ian Jansen van Rensburg says
SDS symbolises a sea change in storage.
“What we’ve seen is customers going for
new frontiers, doing business differently to
the past so that they have a business in the
future. They’re taking the intelligence out of
the hardware and putting it into software, and
delivering storage from that perspective.”
SDS isn’t a new concept, but it’s not been
commercially available at scale for long,
Jansen van Rensburg says. VMware's own

I an J ansen
van
R ensb u rg ,
VMware
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The fuTure
of sTorage
is sofTwaredefined
With more data being stored than ever
before, the importance of storage is
growing all the time.
As data becomes a core driver of the
economy and of enterprises’ competitive
advantage, so the need to access, analyse
and utilise such information becomes more
important. However, more often than not,
organisations are unable to take advantage
of their data, due to the performance, cost
and scalability issues related to poorly
architected storage solutions.
When it comes to addressing the
management and analytical requirements
around big data and enabling access to
multiple databases and sources, not to
mention managing high volumes of data and
virtualised datacentre and cloud storage,
businesses usually have to compromise
between cost, performance and scale.
This compromise, says Hayden Sadler,
country manager at INFINIDAT, usually
leads to enterprises ending up with multiple
storage platforms focused on different tiers
of data.
“For example, many companies use all
flash arrays for their high performance
requirements, but this comes at a high cost
as well. On the other hand, if they have
high capacity requirements, costs for this
will need to be kept as low as possible,
impacting on performance. In other words,

Hayden Sadler, country manager, INFINIDAT

balancing the cost-performance-scalability
triangle is very difficult indeed,” he says.
“The rise of enterprise digital
transformation requires new ways of
thinking about information storage, and
this is where INFINIDAT comes in. We
offer a new storage architecture that is
fundamentally different from the earlier
legacy enterprise storage systems.”
Unlike conventional enterprise storage
systems that rely on all flash hardware for
performance, Sadler says that INFINIDAT
takes a software-optimised approach
instead, using machine-learning algorithms
to extract high performance and reliability
out of low-cost hardware.
“So in effect, we offer a softwaredefined solution that uses standard industry
hardware, which enables us to deliver a
high-end storage solution at a disruptive
price point. When you consider that the
main reason most enterprises have multiple
storage arrays in the first place is to keep
their costs down, our solution enables them
to eliminate such multiplicity, combining
everything into a single repository, at an
acceptable cost and at the required level of
performance.”
“It seems that the majority of vendors

www.infinidat.com | 066 214 8820 | hsadler@infinidat.com

today are proposing all-flash systems, but
that’s a bit like using a sledgehammer to
crack a nut, since the expense is enormous.
On the other hand, no one really wants to
have multi-siloed storage simply because
they can’t afford to store everything on flash.
This is why we believe that our new solution
is going to seriously disrupt the market.”
Sadler says INFINIDAT has already
demonstrated its solution’s effectiveness
through an initiative it launched called the
‘Faster Than All Flash’ challenge. He says
the company has approached industry
players with the idea that it will prove it can
deliver faster than all flash performance
with real world applications and at a better
price point – or INFINIDAT will donate
$10 000 to the charity of their choice. “Has
this been successful? Well, the fact that so
far we haven’t given any money away yet
should speak volumes,” he says.
“The key to our solution is that it’s not
defined by the storage media; it’s softwaredefined. This not only offers enormous
reliability and better performance at a
lower cost, but just as crucially ensures
that the enterprise is also well-positioned
for a future that will increasingly rely on
data to drive the business forward.”
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Use it or lose it
It’s impossible to talk about storage without
hitting the subject of security and the role the
storage channel will play in preventing future
data leaks. International laws such as the EU’s
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and
our own Protection of Personal Information
Act (PoPI)are helping companies focus on what
data they have, and that leads to extra insights
too.
Puleng’s Kate Mollett says that there’s
increased interest in 'data classification, which
is the precursor to a full data roadmap'.
This means being able to tag and trace
everything on a network, and see who has
access and when it was last accessed and
changed. While important for security, Mollett
says, a full view of data also has other benefits.
“With that, a chief information security
officer is more able to identify what’s actually
needed and what isn’t,” she continues. “You can
see how old a piece of data is, so determine
how stale it.”
“There’s often a lot of confusion around
what data assets customers actually have,”
says HPE’s Adam Day. “Often, customers don’t
know if they can delete data or risk compliance
issues. We’re getting to a place where they can
really understand that.”

vSAN is less than five years old. The ‘city
planners’ of storage, which have to hit reliable
five nines (99.999%) uptime guarantees on
legacy systems, aren’t going to change soon.
That said, SDS already accounts for between
20% to 30% of the market, he reckons, and
vSAN is VMware's fastest-selling product to
date.
Data drives everything, though, as Adam
Day, Hewlett Packard Enterprise’s CEEMA
storage category lead highlights. Growth isn’t
confined to the SDS space.
“There’s still growing demand for storage
in the traditional IT environment, rather than
shifting away from it,” Day says. “We see the
traditional market moving more towards solid
state drives (SSD) and flash memory. There’s
interest in SDS, but we have to marry the two.”
What that means, according to the panel, is
that everything is selling, and selling well. And
they do mean everything.
“We expected a downturn in traditional
infrastructure, but it still continues to grow,”
says Kate Mollett, sales director at Puleng
Technologies. “We still get requests for tape
drives. Our market is slow to adopt new
technologies, big enterprise has a lot of legacy
hardware that they can’t get rid of.”
Partly that’s because, in the current
economic environment, customers don’t
have the freedom or resources to make big
strategic decisions around storage, says Mike
Styer, Dell EMC business unit manager at
Aptronics. As a result, decisions to move to
SDS technology are being postponed.
“What we’re selling is whatever is keeping
the lights on,” Styer says. “People are
stretching and sweating their assets at the

T raci
M ay nard ,
Axiz

“We have to become solutions-driven. We have to
help customers by asking what they’re going to do
with that data.”
Morne Bekker, NetApp

A dam D ay ,
Hewlett Packard
Enterprise
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moment, they’re filling empty bays with
whatever they can. Big institutions that
are cash-rich are playing in the space of
hyperconverged infrastructure, but what’s
really selling across the board is flash.
The performance benefit and the reduced
footprint are driving business.”
“People get to 95% capacity and panic,”
agrees Terence Barter, Dell EMC executive at
Axis. “They buy at the last minute and then
think about what they’re going to do.”
That’s not such a bad thing, adds Styer.
Even the most archaic technologies have their
strong points. Tape is fast for sequential reads,
for example.

Growth of the cloud

L inda M e y er ,

Dell EMC

There are other factors that slow down
strategic decision-making, says Dell EMC’s
channel sales development manager Linda
Meyer. The fact that legacy hardware still finds
purpose can make justifying upgrades tough.
“Now, there’s more tech coming and you
can see people waiting. Large customers
have big strategies around data, the cloud
and digital, and integrating apps, but that
delays storage decisions during the three
to five years of implementation. CTOs have
been bombarded with so many options that
they put off making decisions because there’s
always new tech coming before the project is
complete,” Meyer says.
Q1 2018 |
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Aptronics’ Styer agrees, adding that
enterprise customers aren’t shifting to the
cloud at the rate expected.
“Of every ten pitches for hybrid cloud
solutions, only one or two will succeed."
One thing that is driving cloud adoption is
that it’s easy to budget for.
“There’s predictability in cost,” says
Commvault’s Gerhard Fourie. “From a
vendor point of view, we’re on a dollar-based
pricebook. As soon as the rand goes through
the roof it kills business.
“The partners who manage to build a
solution where the customer knows what he’s
going to be paying in rands, that’s where we’re
seeing a lot of growth in the market," he says.
StorTech’s managing executive: datacentre,
Kishore Natvarial also suggests the volatility
of the rand exchange rate and predictability of
costs are holding back investment.
“We need to be cognisant of the economy,
it’s hard to invest in new innovations when
you’re not sure what they will cost in the
future,” Natvarial says. “But there’s also been a
massive shift in consumer activity, everything
is application based and has to work on a
phone, and we have to make sure that it will
perform and the infrastructure supports that.
However, that does mean investing in topdown changes to storage, and in platforms
and intelligence to make that possible.”
The mid-market is much more adaptive, says
Microsoft executive at Axis, Traci Maynard.
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“Partners who test parts of products with
(an affordable) cloud solution get very positive
feedback,” Maynard says. “In South Africa,
we’ve seen a 2 000% increase in Azure sales
in the last 18 months alone.”
Like so much of IT today, says Maynard,
the channel has to get into the mindset where
sales are based on meeting customer needs,
not just shifting boxes.
“We have the technology options to help
them choose better. They shouldn’t buy
something and then feel ripped off.”
Customers are also driving the market.
“They’re pretty well researched,” Maynard
says. “They tend to reach out and put pressure
on partners. They know what they want.”
“Ultimately, we have to become solutionsdriven,” adds NetApp country manager Morne
Bekker. “We have to help customers by asking
what they’re going to do with that data. Just
to store it is a waste of money.
“However, there’s no silver bullet,” Bekker
continues. “There’s no one solution to

“What you need is the clever software that
sees the network differently and gives you the
performance.”
Hayden Sadler, InfiniDAT

everything. We all compete together, but we
also work together so that the customer has
lots of choice.”
D erek R u le ,
SUSE

The future

What will tie all of this choice together,
suggests country manager for InfiniDAT,
Hayden Sadler, is greater intelligence within
storage networks.
“You still need large capacity disks,” Sadler
says. “What you need is software that sees
the network differently and gives you the
performance.”
The concept of three-tiered storage – highspeed for instant access, bulk storage and
backup – is well understood. But the pressures
on the storage network are constantly changing
as the way data is used evolves. Although we’re
approaching the end of the critical shortage
of flash-based memory, machine learning
and AI will remain vital in helping to improve
performance without adding cost, and ongoing
research and development into improving
capacity on spindle drives means the threetiered model will be remain for some time.
Which leads us back to our main
hypothesis. “Storage is a good place to be,”
says SUSE’s client executive: indirect, Derek
Rule. “Everything is still selling. The new
currency of the world is data. The landscape
is changing drastically, but our need for
information and storage isn’t.”
Q1 2018 |
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May the
Salesforce
be with you
PwC acquired the relatively young channel
player Agilitude last year.
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QuINToN
PIENAAR,
PwC

by Matthew Burbidge
photography Mike Turner

F

It does however mean he can draw on
the store of collective wisdom, and says if
a customer’s looking for an answer, he’ll be
able to find it.
“Getting the right answer is always possible.
Using the network to do that is a little bit of
art and science.”
Of course, adapting from working in a
smaller startup to being part of a larger
corporate would take some getting used to.
“When you’re coming from a 40-man
entrepreneurial environment to something
like this, there’s an adjustment. But it’s
been good for us. If I look at the business
today, and what our projections were, the
buyout was the right decision. It was a good
acquisition for PwC and it was a good decision
by Agilitude, because it helps us accelerate
our vision of being the preeminent customer
transformation player in Africa.”

rom a small startup employing a little
over three dozen people, Agilitude has
now moved into the towering new PwC
headquarters in Midrand, joining the more
than 3 000 employees who work there.
PwC acquired the Salesforce reseller and
platinum consulting partner for an
undisclosed sum in late 2017, betting that
its strong customer base and advisory
business would complement the premium
CRM integration business. The acquisition
follows a wider pattern that PwC has been
creating in other regions where it operates,
of snapping up local partners to grow its
footprint.
Former Agilitude CEO, Quinton
Pienaar, now a partner and
director at PwC, recounts that he
first got involved with Salesforce
when he was working at MiX
Telematics as CIO. During his
stint there Pienaar wanted
Quinton Pienaar
to transform the sales and
service environments and after
researching the market realised
that there was a gap for a local partner to
He does add that it had been a tough
help customers integrate the popular clouddecision. “The fact that I was a founder of
based CRM system into their operations.
Agilitude, moving into a large organisation
Pienaar says it was ultimately a fortuitous
brought about many concerns. I am, however,
phone call that led to Agilitude being formed
very happy with the decision. PwC offers a
and appointed as the first African reseller of
great environment to grow market share and
the Salesforce.
help our clients solve important problems.”
For the first three years of operation, he
“Although being part of a bigger machine
says, Agilitude doubled its business year-onis different, it offers a wide range of new
year, and has been growing at 50% to 60% for
benefits, which are exciting. I’ve found that the
the last two years.
overarching principles and vision of the two
This shows, among things, the healthy
organisations are similar, so this has made it
appetite among SMEs and enterprises for
far easier to adapt.”
the cloud-based CRM solution that Salesforce
Having created a channel business in 2013
offers.
and sold it less than five years later, Pienaar
Asked what it’s been like being absorbed
believes that resilience and adaptability are
into PwC, Pienaar says with perhaps some
essential to success in business.
understatement: “It’s a big organisation. It’s
“The key is to adapt, but stay focused on your
a big place.”
goals and keep motivated,” he concludes.

“The key is to adapt, but stay
focused on your goals and
keep motivated.”

Selling
Salesforce
Salesforce is a subscription-based CRM
solution, that has been judged a CRM leader
by Gartner, Forrester, IDC and Ovum, among
others, and was named as the world’s most
innovative company by Forbes from 2011 to
2015 (Tesla took the top spot for two years,
but was overtaken again last year). It now
has a market capitalisation of more than
$60 billion and announced last year it had
reached a revenue run rate of $10 billion.
PwC’s Quinton Pienaar says Salesforce is
also a ‘leveller’.
“Gone are the days that the big could beat
the small based on how deep their pocket
was. Now, as a startup I can buy one licence
access to the same core software that a
multinational is using. It levels the playing
field. It’s how companies use the platform
that differentiates them.”
Until about five years ago, the solution
was industry neutral, but Salesforce invested
in tailoring solutions in verticals such as
financial services, retail, manufacturing,
healthcare, and government, among others.
While top banks, insurers and retailers
have adopted the platform, a strand has also
been tailored for the SME space.
Although there are common flavours
among certain industries, ultimately each
company is different, and Pienaar says that
work begins long before the customer even
sees the platform.
“Our value proposition is that we
help customers get their business ready
for Salesforce. What are the business
processes? What are the key journeys they
need to take?”
Pienaar says that part of the
approach around Salesforce is that,
when implemented correctly, it can be
transformational rather than a technology
that plugs a hole. “If a customer wants an
outcome, they have to think about their
business as a whole. This is a business
transformation, not a technology drop.”
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PREVENTING THREATS SHOULD TRUMP DETECTING THEM
As security threats continue to evolve so
should our approach to thwarting them. The
legacy methods of stopping cyber-attacks
and malware, are exactly that, legacy. A new
approach is needed and I think Palo Alto,
the security specialists have finally cracked it
with its Palo Alto Next Generation Endpoint
Protection solution, aptly named Traps. And
now with its v4.0 of Traps – the gloves really
are off.
For years our focus has been on the AV
deployed, relying on these to stop attacks
at the final point of delivery. More recently we have used Endpoint detection and
response solutions, but with Traps the
approach is vastly different. According to
Palo Alto, Traps replaces traditional antivirus
and secures endpoints with a multi-method
approach to prevention. Using a unique
combination of highly effective malware and
exploit prevention methods, Traps blocks
both known and unknown threats – before
they can compromise a system.

But why a new approach?
Traditional security solutions are in many
instances failing us, particularly as we march
to the cloud and hook a myriad of IoT
devices into every corner of our business. It
can be argued that this implies that signature-based endpoint security simply cannot
provide effective protection. What makes
Palo Alto Traps so different is that it can be
deployed as a standalone solution or as a
part of an integrated security ecosystem.

According to Palo Alto, WildFire is the
world’s largest distributed sensor system
focused on identifying and preventing
unknown threats. The system has more
than 17,000 enterprise, government
and service provider customers who
all contribute to what can be called
“the collective immunity” of this
community. By receiving intelligence from WildFire, Traps uses
this intelligence to automatically reprogramme itself to
prevent malware, whether
threats originate from the
endpoint, the network or from
a SaaS application.
By automatically converting
threat intelligence into prevention, Traps is able to eliminate the
opportunity for an attacker to use unknown and advanced malware to infect
a system. Notably, with this approach
an attacker can use a piece of malware
at most once and now only has seconds to
carry out an attack before WildFire renders
it entirely ineffective.

What can you see in Traps v4.0:

In short, Palo Alto Networks Next-Generation Security Platform, Traps continuously
exchanges threat intelligence with its WildFire threat analysis service, alongside all the
other components of the platform deployed
among the global community of Palo Alto
Networks customers.

• True Prevention for Mac - Traps secures
macOS systems and replaces legacy AV
with a multi-method approach to
prevention.
• Office Macro Protection - Traps blocks
known and unknown malicious macros
embedded in Word and Excel files, before
the files are allowed to open.
• Enhanced Child Process Protection Traps delivers fine-grained control over
the launching of legitimate applications,
such as script engines and command
shells.

• Exploit Kit Fingerprinting Protection Traps prevents attackers from identifying
and targeting vulnerable endpoints by
blocking the fingerprinting attempts used
by exploit kits.
• Kernel Privilege Escalation Protection Traps identifies and blocks this technique.
• Single-Pane-of-Glass Visibility Into
Security Events - Traps 4.0 can share its
logs and security events with Panorama, a
network security management product.
• Traps Protection for Android Devices
(Beta) - Traps for Android is now available
through a community access beta
program.
The approach to prevention of threats as
opposed to the pure detection of them
really could mean the end to the AV market.
It is the type of approach the security
market is in dire need of.
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Channel excellence

partner

awards

piCtUreS: SUPPLIED

HP celebrates partner achievements

HP’s annual partner awards ceremony was held in Sandton late in 2017, where the vendor’s top
partners were recognised for their achievements.

Winners
Winners present
at the awards
ceremony.

Print hardware distributor of the year, Supplies
distributor of the year – Drive Control Corporation.
Individual achievement awards were won by
DCC’s Francois van Wijk (not pictured) – PC
business unit manager of the year, and Caron de
Fortier – Print business unit manager of the year.

Print gold partner of the year, Supplies gold
partner of the year, and Channel MPS partner of
the year – Nashua

Channel executive of the year – Gary Pickford,
Tarsus Distribution

REST oF SouTHERN AFRICA PARTNER AWARDS

AMBASSADoR CATEGoRy

other winners
SouTH AFRICA PARTNER AWARDS
PC platinum partner

First Technology

PC gold partner

Reliance Technology

Print platinum partner

First Technology

Print gold partner

Dataserv

PC gold partner

DG Store

Supplies gold partner

The Copier Parts Company

PC growth partner

DG Store

SPECIALISATIoN CATEGoRy

Print growth partner

Midcomp

Value products partner

Business Connexion

Education partner

Golan Traders

Retail point of sale partner

Business Connexion

ServiceOne partner

DG Store

ServiceOne delivery partner

EoH

Consumer experience partner

Digital Planet

Supplies growth partner

Introstat

Supplies platinum partner

Waltons Stationery

PC retail partner

HP Store

Print retail partner

Game

Commercial channel
ambassador

Elmari Keyser, Datacentrix

Distribution ambassador

Carel Liebenberg, Axiz

Retail ambassador

Wayne Coetzer, Incredible
Connection

DISTRIBuToR oF THE yEAR CATEGoRy
PC hardware distributor

Tarsus Distribution
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Solid aS
a rock
Terence Barter, Axiz

T

The world of IT is characterised by constant change, so being able to rely
on a partner with a history of stability and expertise can make a significant
difference.

For Axiz, its relationship with Dell EMC
has stood the test of time. Having been
the only South African distributor to have
relationships with Dell and EMC before and
after the merger, means that it’s well-placed
to help own partners going forwards.
“Because of our history and experience
with both Dell and EMC, we’ve been in a
fortunate position where we’ve been able
to integrate products seamlessly, as the
merger has taken place,” says Terence
Barter, Dell EMC brand executive, Axiz.
“We’ve quickly merged the various teams
and created a culture that collaborates and
we’ve been quick to adopt the Dell EMC goto-market strategy.”
Having a team in place that has a history of
working together has also been a bonus, says
Barter. “My team has remained unchanged
for the past four years, which provides great
stability and synergy. We’ve got a very trusted
and stable team, staffed with some great
talent. It feels like the cogs all fit together
really well and we’re fine-tuning the engine for
optimum efficiency.”

While it has been quick to align with
Dell EMC’s value proposition, Barter says
this is complemented by Axiz’ own three
pillar go-to-market strategy. The first pillar
is based around stockholding, focused
on run rate sales. The second is projectbased for enterprise products and specific
customer rollouts. And the third pillar is
focused on solution-selling, which involves
a large degree of the Axiz’ team skillset
and resources, such as proof of concept
equipment and executive briefing centre,
where demo equipment can be used for
presentations to customers, migration and
solutions testing or even training.
As a distributor, Axiz plays a vital
intermediary role representing vendors,
such as Dell EMC, and helping systems
integrators to meet the needs of the endcustomers. “We complement the value that
systems integrators provide, because by
working with us, they can rely on our support
structure and technical skills. One example
of this is our Africa footprint, where we plug
the gap that Dell can’t offer with regards to

www.axiz.com | 011 2377128 | MicrosoftCSP@axiz.com

warranty services and in-country support
for the Dell EMC products. The role we play
here is giving local companies with branches
into Africa the confidence that if they do buy
in-country Axiz would be able to support it.”
With the complementary software and
solution brands within the Axiz organisation,
such as VMware, Microsoft, Citrix and
others, the company offers more than
one piece of the pie and can fill in all the
gaps and requirements. “By having all of
the collective brands, and because of our
backing, both financial and capacity, we
can assist our partners by helping them
to deliver services that only come with
economies of scale. Because of this we work
well with our reseller partner channel to
ensure they offer a great level of service and
integration for end-customer CIOs. Thanks
to our proof of concept centre, partners
and their customers can even get a feel for
how solutions would work or fit together,”
he says.
“Ultimately, our stable and reliable team
and our close and long-standing relationships
with key vendors, such as Dell EMC, means
that we can assist partners to help their
customers to meet their strategic objectives,”
he concludes. ■

Movers and shakers
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Keeping you up to date with some recent industry appointments.
compiled by Simon Foulds and Adrian Hinchcliffe PHOTOGRAPHY Various

Trend Micro’s new VP

Trend Micro has announced the appointment of
Indi Siriniwasa as VP for Sub-Saharan Africa region.
Prior to this appointment, Siriniwasa worked as
MD of Enterprise and Government in the Australia
and New Zealand region for Trend Micro. Prior to
that Siriniwasa was with F-Secure Corporation
where he served as regional director for Oceania
and South East Asia.
“We’re delighted that Indi has joined us and
are certain that his dynamic energy will have a
positive influence on both Trend Micro and the
Southern African markets,” says Dhanya Thakkar,
VP and MD of Trend Micro Africa and APAC.

Neo’s new challenge

Neo Nhantumbo has been appointed channel
manager of Hitachi Vantara South Africa.
With more than a decade of experience in IT,
Nhantumbo has gained experience working
both within the channel and as a reseller to the
channel.
In her new role at Hitachi Vantara, Nhantumbo
is tasked with looking after both the company’s
traditional channel and strategically recruiting
new partners in line with Hitachi Vantara’s
transformation to a data-driven organisation.

Epson's new distribution
account manager

Changes at Kyocera and Ellies

Epson South Africa has appointed Meleshni
Govender as its distribution account manager,
responsible for developing and maintaining
account relationships with Epson distributors
across South Africa. Govender brings 13 years of
channel, distribution and product management
experience to her role at Epson, having held a
variety of roles across the IT industry in South
Africa as well as the rest of Southern Africa and
Africa at large.

Following more than 20 years working with and
for the company, Wayne Holborn has resigned
as GM and director of KYOCERA Document
Solutions South Africa. Werner Engelbrecht, the
current CFO will be taking the role of interim GM.
Meanwhile at Ellies CEO Wayne Samson has
resigned and will leave the company after 28
years there. He has handed over to executive
chairman Elliot Salkow and finance director
Adrian Bock, while the group searches for a
new CEO.
*Pictured Wayne Holborn

Futcher joins Hitachi Vantara

DCC appoints Douglas

Adrian Futcher has been brought on board
at Hitachi Vantara South Africa as global
systems integrator manager. Futcher’s
career spans nearly 20 years across various
business functions and industries. Prior to this
appointment Futcher spent six years at IBM.
Futcher’s primary strength lies in relationship
building and driving new business opportunities.
“Hitachi has a formidable offering in IoT and
analytics, and one of my goals is to take our
partners on a successful IoT journey, driving exciting
new solutions among our client base,” he says.

Kallie Douglas has been appointed the new
product manager for Lexmark at Drive Control
Corporation (DCC). He will be responsible for
Lexmark’s hardware and consumables business
to the South African channel.
Douglas comes with a wealth of channel
experience and hopes to establish DCC as the
country’s leading Lexmark distributor. “Lexmark
offers new and exciting challenges; I look
forward to getting to know not only the brand
but also the culture and in-depth business
operations of this amazing company,” he says.
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Change and
the channel

It’s time to up the channel enablement game.
BY RAKESH PARBHoo, CEO, WESTCON-COMSTOR SOUTHERN AFRICA

2

017 was a challenging year for the
channel. As the complexity, and
sometimes uncertainty, in future
technologies grew, the necessity to
restructure the reseller engagement model
and reinvent channel partner programmes
became imperative.
However, the lingering hangover of 2017
has paved the way for a new way forward for
the channel at large. As a distributor, we've
had to clearly define where we can unpack
the real value for our reseller partners. The
bottom line? There needs to be improved
focus on overall partner enablement.

Programmes reinvented

In 2017, we saw a number of vendors start
to change the nature of their programmes
in a bid to accelerate cloud adoption and
consumption models, as well as to endear
themselves to a channel that has undoubtedly
been concerned with vendor partners opting
to ‘go direct’. With these programmes now
in play, 2018 is gearing up to be a year of
consolidation and adoption. Personally, I’d like
to see more flexibility in partner programmes
for resellers, particularly those smaller
partners looking to ‘crack’ the market.
This can be evidenced in the vendor shift to
annuity and consumptive models for products
and services, where it’s no longer about selling
the widget, but rather about driving end-user
consumption. This will only come about if we
enable the reseller, provide them with the
knowledge they need, and unlock true benefit
for end-users. End-users want flexibility and,
as a channel, the programmes we deploy need
to support this.

Partner education and reinvention

With constant evolutions in technology, we,
as enablers (vendors and distributors), need
to move reseller education higher up the
value chain. We’re entering an era where
‘hand holding’ and ‘joint engagement’ needs
to be the norm. As a distributor, this means
providing value to the reseller. It also means
being more focussed, and true value will come
from high touch engagement with resellers
64
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and distributors investing in the end-user
experience.
The days of dumping collateral on a portal
and hoping resellers will use it, are gone.
Instead, partners will need to be walked
through new ideas, technologies and trends,
with training being added at every step of
the way.

High-touch engagement

If you’ve received an email recently offering
you access to a list of 10 000 users of ABC
technology, so did your competitor. The time
of the cold call to a list of people who may
or may not be interested in your offering is

resellers is key. The more time you spend
with a handful of people dedicated to
your technology, the better relationships
you build, the more value you unlock, and,
ultimately, the more valuable sales you make.

Mix it up

The concept of omni-channel has been
bandied about for years, but the adoption
and rollout has been slow. Make sure
you time promotions and the related
communications that follow carefully,
or you’ll become spam to that potential
customer. It’s said 90% of channel
programmes fail because of bad execution.
We live in a digital world, so use
all the channels at your disposal to
speak to your customers and do
it in a format that you know they
approve of. If you don’t know what
your customers prefer – ask them.

“We’re entering an era
where ‘hand holding’ and
‘joint engagement’ needs to
be the norm.”
over. All campaigns and sales tactics need to
be kicked into a ‘high-touch’ gear. Databases
need to be cleaned up, proper CRM metrics
should be put into play, and telesales staff
must be given a sales pitch that speaks to the
customer in such a way that they feel that
buying your technology is not a sales pitch,
but rather something to benefit their business
and ultimately their end-users.
Furthermore, partnerships and
relationship development with specialist

Don’t chase the shiny

Technology moves quickly. Take
caution when considering new
technologies that aren’t proven
and don’t just add random tech to
your portfolio. You’ll waste a lot of money
upskilling resources on technologies destined
to fade or be replaced. Apply common sense
and stick to globally reputable technologies or
home-grown solutions that speak to a specific
business need.
We’re sitting at a pinnacle of change – the
only way to ensuring a positive change is
with tight collaboration between vendors,
distributors and resellers, while keeping the
end-user at the heart of all things.

JOHANNESBURG
27 March 2018

Realize Your Digital Future
Technology innovation is advancing at an exponential rate, powering a new era of digital transformation. Dell EMC Forum
2018 is a one-day experience that gives you the chance to accelerate your transformation, with direct access to the latest
technologies, mindsets and delivery methods driving business success.
There will be a series of interactions, discussions and demos where you’ll hear the latest on:
•

Digital transformation:
Drive new business outcomes with agile software, IoT and analytics.

•

IT transformation:
Explore the latest platforms, converged systems and cloud technologies.

•

Workforce transformation:
Empower people with technology that aligns to the way they work.

•

Security transformation:
Discover new ways to tackle the constantly evolving threat landscape.

It’s your chance to connect with Dell technologies leaders and reduce risk in the new digital era. Don’t miss it.
Register now at dellemcmarketing.co.za/Forum
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Westcon-Comstor helps reseller partners drive
innovation through technology.
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